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statement, to a league oi nation.- tial bases of commercial and industria1
which would undertake to hold the life to be safeguarded by common
new bulauc of power steady against ex- agreement and guarantee, but he can
ternal disturbances.
not expect that to bo conceded him i
It must be evident to every one who the other matters to be determined by
lias the articles of peace are not handled
understands
what this war
wrought in the opinion and temper of In the same way as items in the final
no
the world that
general peace, no accounting. He cannot ask the bene
peace worth the infinite sucrifices ol fit of common agreement In the one
these yeurs of tragical suffering, can field without according it in the other
I take It for granted
that he sees
possibly be arrived at in any such
The method the German that separate and selfish compacts
fashion.
chancellor proposes is the method ot with regard to trade and the essential
the Congress of Vienna. We cannot materials of manufacture would afford
and wiil not return to that. What Is no foundation for peace. Neither, he
at stake now is the peace of the world. may reBt assured, will separate and
What we are striving tor is a new in- selfish compacts with regard to prov
ternational order based iipon broad luces and people.
and universal principles of right and
Count Czernln seems to see the fun
Justice - no mere peace ol shreds and damental elements of peace with clear
patches.
eyes and does not seek to obscure
Is Hertling Living in World of Past? them, lie sees that an Independent
Is it possible that Count von Hert- Poland, made up of all the indisput
Polish peoples who lie contiguous
ling does not see that, does not grasp ably
to one another, is a matter of Euro
it, is it In fact living in his thought
iu a world dead and gone'' Has lie pea n concern and must of course beconceded: that Belgium must be evueutterly forgotten the Reichstag resolu- uated and restored,
n matter what
tions of July lit, or does lie deliberatesacrifices and concessions that may
ly ignore them? They spoke of the
conditions ol a general peace, not ot involve; and that national aspirations
even within his own
national aggrandizement or of arrange-- ' must he insatisfied,
the common interest of Euincuts between state and state. Thej empire,
and mankind.
peace of the world depends upon just rope
If he Is silent about questions which
settlement of each of the several probtouch
the interest and purpose of his
lems to which adverted in my recent
allies more nearly than they touch
address to t lie Congress,
those of Austria only, it must, ot
I, of course, do not mean that the
course, he because he feels conpeace of the world depends upon the strained, I suppose, to defer to Geracceptance of any particular set of sug many and Turkey in the circumgesttons as to the way in which those stances. Seeing and conceding, as he
problems are to be dealt with. I mean does, the essential principles involved
only that those problems, each and all, and the necessity of candidly applying
affect the whole world; that unless tl.em, he naturally feels that Austria
they are dealt with iu a spirit of un- can respond to the purpose of peace as
selfish and unbiased Justice, with a expressed
by the United Slates with
view to the wishes, the natural con less embarrassment
than could Gernections, tho racial aspirations, the se many. Hi would probably have goue
of
of
mind
the peo- much farther had it not been for the
curity and peace
ples involved, no permanent peace will embarrassments ot Austria's alliances
have been attained.
und pf her dependence on Germany.
They cannot be discussed separately
Simple Tests Easily Applied.
or in corners. None of them consti
After all, the test of whether it is
tutes a private or separate interest
from which the opinion of the world possible for either government to go
further in this comparison of
Whatever affects any
may be shut out.
views Is simple and obvious. The printhe peace, affects mankind and nothto be applied are these:
ing settled by military force, if settled ciples
of the final setFirst, that each
wrong, Is settled at all. It will present tlement must be part
based upon the esly have to be reopened.
sential justice of that particular cause
Is Count von llertlnig not aware and
as are
adjustments
that lie is speaking in the court ot most upon such
likely to bring a peace that will
mankind, that all the awakened na be permanent.
tions of the world now sit in judgment
that peoples and provinces
on w hat every public man, of whatever ' areSecond,
not to be bartered about from
nation, may say on the Issue s of a conto sovereignty as if they
flict which lias spread to every region sovereignly
were mere chattels and pawns in a
of the world? The Reichstag resolu-- '
even the great game, now fortions of July theniSHjves frankly ac- game,
ever discredited, of the balance of
cepted the decisions of that court.
Annexations and Indemnities Barred. power; but thut, territorial
settlement
Third, every
There shall be no annexations, no involved
in this war must be made in
contributions, no punitive damages. the interest and for the benefit of the
Peoples are not to be handed about
und not as a
from one sovereignty to another by in-- ! populations concerned
of any mere adjustment or comternat ionul conference or an under-- part
of
claims amongst rival
promise
standing between rivals and antagon- states;
and,
ists. National aspirations must be renationall
that
Fourth,
spected; peoples may now be dominaspirations shall be accorded the
ated and governed only by their own al
utmost satisfaction
that can be acconsent.
corded them without introducing new
is not a mere or
perpetuating old elements of dis-- '
phrase. It is an imperative principle cord and antagonism that would be
of action, which statesmen will hencein time to break the peace of
forth ignore at their peril. We can- likely and
consequently of the world.
not have general peace for the asking Europe
A general peace erected
on such
or by the mere arrangements of a foundations
can be discussed. Until
peace conference. It cannot be pieced such a peace can be secured we have
together out of individual understandno choice but to go on.
ings between powerful states. All the
So far as we can
these printo
war
must
in
this
the ciples that we regardjudge
parties
join
aB fundamental
settlement of every Issue anywhere in- are
already everywhere accepted as
volved In it because what we are seekimperative except among the spokesing is a peace that we can all unite men of the military and annexationto guarantee and maintain and every ist
party In Germany. If they have
Item of it must be submitted to the
else been rejected, the obanywhere
common judgment whether it be right jectors have not been
and fair, an act of justice, rather than numerous or influential to sufficiently
make their
a bargain between sovereigns.
voices audible. The tragical circumTlie United States haR no desire to stance Is that this one
party in GerInterfere in European affairs or to act many is apparently willing
and able to
as arbiter In territorial disputes. She send millions
of men to their death to
would disdain to take advantage of prevent what all the world now sees
any internal weakness or disorder to to be just.
impose her own will upon another peoAmerica Mutt Never Turn Back.
ple. She Is quite ready to be shown
I would not be a true spokesman of
that the settlements she has suggested
are not the best or the most enduring. the people of tne United States if I
not say once more that we entered
They are only her own provisional did
sketch of principles and of the way In this war upon no small occasion and
that we never can turn back from a
which they should be applied.
But she entered this war because course chosen upon principle. Our reshe was made a partner, whether she sources are In part mobilized now and
would or not, In the sufferings and we shall not pause until they are moIn their entirety.
indignities inflicted by the military bilized
Our armies are rapidly going to the
masters of Germany against the peace
and security of mankind; and the con- fighting front and will go more and
ditions of peace will touch her as more rapidly. Our whole strength will
be put into this war of emancipation
nearly as they will touch any other naemancipation from the threat and
tion to which Is intrusted a leading
mastery of selfish groups of
part in the maintenance of the civili- attempted
autocratic
rulers whatever the diffization. She cannot see her way to
and present partial delays. We
peace until the causes of this war are culties
power of inderemoved and its renewal rendered as are Indomitable in our
pendent action and can in no circumnearly as may be impossible.
This war had its roots In the dis- stances consent to live in a world
and force.
regard of the lights of small nations governed by Intrigue
We believe that our own desire for
and of nationalities which lacked the
a
new international order under which
union and the force to make good
their claim to determine their own al- reason and Justice and the common
of mankind Bhall prevail Is
Interests
legiance and their own forms of politthe desire of enlightened men everyical life.
Covenants must now be entered into where. Without that new order the
which will render such things impos-bl- world will be without peace and hufor the future; and these cove- man lite w ill lack tolerable conditions
nants must be backed by the united of existence and development. Having
force of all the nations who love Jus- Bet our hand to the task of achieving
tice and are willing to maintain it at it we shall not turn back.
any cost. If territorial settlements meI hope that It is not necessary for
to add that no word of what t
and the political relations of great
said Is intended as a threat.
populations which have not the organ- have
ized power to resist are to be deter- That is not the temper of our people.
I have spoken
them only that the
mined by the contracts of the powerful governments which consider them- whole world may know the true spirit
selves most directly affected, as Count of America that men everywhere
von Hertling proposes, why may not may know that our passion for justice
Is no mere
economic questions also? It has come and for
about in the altered world in which we passion of words but a passion which
in
once
set
be
must
satisfied.
action
now find ourselves that justice and
the rights of peoples affect the whole i The power of the United States is a
field of international dealing as much menace to no nation or people. It
as access to raw materials and fair will never be used in aggression or
for the aggrandizement of any selfish
and equal conditions of trades.
Interest of our own. It springs out of
League Must Operate In All Fields.
freedom and Is for the service of freeCount von Hertling wants the essen dom.
-

NO PATCHWORK
PEACE-WIL- SON

PRESIDENT SEES HOPE IN AUSTRIAN BUT NONE AT ALL IN
GERMANY'S ANSWER.

PEACE MUST BE FOR ALL
Declares Every Nation Must Be Giv.n
Voice Upon Every Issue Involved
If Conflict Is Settled With
Justice ta All.
Vatern Nenpuper I'nion Ncwa Sfi Wie.

Washington. President Wilton addressed a joint pension of CongriL-Monday with tho I'op.; ci ndint; Hi'!
war. Tad full text 01 1:';: iidili- - ss follows:
Gentlemen of the Congress:
On the 8th of January I had the
honor of addressing you on tho objects of the war, as our people conceive them. The prime minister of
Great Britain had spoken in similar
terms on the 5th of January. To these
addresses the German chancellor replied on the 21th, and Count Czernln
for Austria on the same day. It is
to have our desire so
gratifying
promptly realized that all exchanges
of view on this great matter should
be made in the hearing of all the
world:
Count Czcrnin's reply, which is directed chiefly to my own address on
the 8th of January, is uttered in a
very friendly tone.
He finds in my statement a sufficiently encouraging approach 'o the
views of his own government to justify him In believing that, it furnishes
a basis for a more detailed discussion
of purposes by the two governments.
He is represented to have Intimated
the views he was expressing had been
communicated to me beforehand and
that was aware of them at the time
he was uttering them; but In this I
am sure he was misunderstood. I had
received no intimation of what ho Intended to say. There was, of course,
no reason why he should communicate privately with nie. I am quite
ooritent to ho one of bis public audience.
fount von lleitling's reply is, I must
say. very vague and very confusing.
It is full of equivocal phrases and
leads it is not clear where. Hut it Is
certainly in a different tone from that
of Count Czernin and apparently of,
an opposite purpose. It confirms, I
am sorry to say, rather than removes,
the unfortunate Impression made by
what we had learned of the confer-- '
ences at
His discussion
and acceptance of our general principles lead him to no practical conclusions.
Hertling's Views Too General.
He refuses to apply them to them to
the substantive items which must
constitute the body of any final set
He is Jealous of internatleitient.
tional action and of International counsel. He accepts, he says, the principle
of public diplomacy, but he appears to
insist that it be confined, at any rate
in this case, to generalities, and that
the several particular questions of territory and sovereignty, the several
questions upon whose settlement must
depend the acceptance of peace by the
twenty-threstates now engaged in
the war, must be discussed and settled, not in general counsel, but severally by the nations most immediately concerned by interest or neighborhood.
He agrees that the seas should be
free, but looks askance at any limitation to that freedom by international
action In the interest of the common
order. He would without reserve be
glad to see economic barriers removed
between nation and nation, for that
could in no way impede the ambitions
of the military party with whom he
seems constrained to keep on terms.
Neither does he raise objection to a
limitation of armaments. That matter
will be settled of itself, he thinks, by
the economic conditions which must
follow the war. But the German colonies, he demands, must be returned
without debate.
He will discuss with no one but the
representatives of Russia what dispositions shall be made of the peoples
and the lands of the Baltic provinces;
with no one but the government of
France "the conditions" under which
French territory shall be evacuated:
and only with Austria what shall be
done with Poland. In the determination of all questions affecting the Balkan states he defers, as I understand
him, to Austria and Turkey; and with
regard to the agreements to be entered Into concerning the
peoples of the present Ottoman empire to the Turkish authorities themselves.
Settlement by Individual Birter.
After a settlement all around, effected In this fashion, by Individual barter
and concession, he would have no objection, If I correctly Interpret his
s
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WAR IN RUSSIA ENDED
Aims of Bolshevik) Realized and Chaotic Russia Handed Over to Ger.
man After Year of Anarchy
and Bloodshed.
Amsterdam, Feb. 12. Russia has declared the state of war to be at an end
and has ordered the demobilization of
Russian forces on all fronts, according to a dispatch received here sent
on Sunday. The
from
dispatch follows:
Additions Made to Barred Exports.
Washington. Additions made by
the War Trade Board to Its conservation list of materials which may not
be exported to any country except under license. Include the following commodities: Macaroni, spaghetti,
noodles, crackers, biscuits,
wheat cereals and other products made
from wheat, rye flour, rye meal, linseed meal, plate rolling mills, open
hearth blast furnaces, steel furnaces,
rubber and all commodities containing
robber.
Brest-Litovs- k
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COL THEODORE ROOSEVELT
New York, Feb. 12. Col. Theodore
Roosevelt was "not so well today," according to the bulletin Issued by his
private secretary Monday night after
his physicians had spent half an hour
with him at Roosevelt hospital.

SPANISH VESSEL SUNK
j

U. S.

ARTILLERYMEN IN FRANCE
SET NEW

RECORD.

Chairman of American Naval
Board Says New Device Makes
Ships Unsinkable.

Vice

Madrid. Feb. 11. Official announce-nen- t
was made that the Spanish
steamship Sebastian, of 4,500 tons, has
beep torpedoed while on a voyage to
New York. The crew was saved. Tho
Sebastian recently sailed from Horre-viejand Alicante, Spanish ports in
the Mediterranean.
The Italian steamship Duea Hi Geno-va- ,
of 7.S93 tons gross, has been torIt Is reported the vessel was
pedoed.
sunk only a mile off Murvledro beach.
a

Announcement
by
Washington.
Vice Chairman Saunders of the Naval
Consulting Board that means had been
found to make troop ships practically
unsinkable, lends new meaning to the
air of confidence with which both
American and British naval authorities are facing their task of clearing
the seas of
Mr. Saunders said that one of the
ships recently commandeered by the
government "now lies at an Atlantic
port and In such shape that she cannot
be sunk by ail exploding torpedo."
Recent statements by Admiral Jelll-coformerly first sea lord ot the British admiralty; by Secretary Daniels
and other officials have indicated that
a campaign has been mapped out and
the instrumentalities developed which
are expected to curb If not to eliminate the submarine entirely within the
next few months,
Berlin. Peace between the central
powers and the Ukraine was signed
Saturday morning, according to an official statement.
Berlin. Some American prisoners
have been captured north of Xlvray,
ten miles east of St. Mihlel, says the
official statement issued by the German general staff.
Washington. Warm praise of the
state of efficiency reached by American dinners in their training with the
millemet- famous French seventy-fiver guns was received from a rrench
artillery officer who has just arrived
iu Washington to join an official misHe said many of the Amerision.
can batteries have exceeded the best
records made by "French gunners, who
have been using the "75s" since that
weapon was adopted. The officer described the work ot one squad, which
several times fired thirty rounds per
minute, as being the subject of admiring comment in the French armies.
With the American Army in France.
The Germans nre using dogs in their
front lines to warn them of the approach of patrols opposite the American sector. A German dog "listener"
prevented one of our patrols from executing a daring stroke. Two corporals who were concerned in it have
been mentioned in official reports for
their spirit and coolnesB.
Ambassador Francis Safe.
All fear that AmbasWashington
sador Francis might have been exBolshe-vik- l
pelled from Petrograd by the
was dispelled by the receipt of a
cablegram from the ambassador dated
e
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Basil, Switzerland. German newspapers arriving here say that Field
Marshal von MackenBen sent an ultimatum to the Rumanian government
Feb. 6 demanding that peace negotiations be begun within four days. The
Rumanian cabinet thereupon resigned.

Over 200,000 Yankees In France.
New York. America has more than
This was
212,000 troops in France.
revealed by Andre Tardieu, French
high commissioner to the United
States, at a banquet here. What America has done in the war is "magnificent," he said, adding the people
should have that news "as a stimu
lant." M. Tardieu declared France
will be able before July 1 to manufacFeb. 5.
ture enough artillery to supply twen
House Passes Dip'omatic Funds Bill. ty American divisions approximately
passed half a million troops providing the
Washington. The House
the diplomatic and consular appropria- United States supplies the raw material.
tion bill carrying $8,056,000.
Strike Oil In Pueblo Field.
Pueblo. "Struck oil!" was the cry
that has set Pueblo afire with excitement Tolumblne Well No. 1 encountered the "pay" in the Mllsap sandstone at a depth of 2,850 feet. That is
Just ten miles northwest of P.ueblo.

7.077.

Income.
April
Washington. Extension of time for
filing income and excess profits returns from March 1 to April 1 was announced by Internal Revenue Commissioner Roper. This ruling applies also
to reports on payments of more than
$800 during the year to be made by
employers arid business enterprises
and covers Incomes both above and below $3,000 and corporation Incomes.
Delay In the preparation of blank
forma and regulations was the principal cause for postponement.

Polish Troops Take Smolensk.
London. Polish forces, which recently revolvted from the Russian
army under the leadership of Gen.
Dorbor Mousnitsky, . have captured
Smolensk from the Molshevlki, according to advices from Vienna.

Krupp Munitions Plant Underground.
New York. The Krupp works, Germany's famous munitions plant, it being put underground for fear of America'! air raids, according to word
brought here by passengers on the
Nleuw Amsterdam from Rotterdam.

1
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Amsterdam, Feb. 13. Russia has
declared the state of war to be at an
end and has ordered the demobilization of Russian forces on all fronts,
according to a dispatch received here
on SunMonday dated
day.
Although cutting little figure in the
war for nearly a year past, Russia's
great, Indeed, vital, part in the conflict
comes forcibly to mind as the circumstances leading up to her exit are reviewed. Becoming a belligerent on
Aug. 1, 1914, through Germany's declaration of war upon her, her troops
were soon sweeping through East
Prussia, creating a diversion which
hampered the Germans in their first
dash through Belgium and upon Paris.
defeated by
Though disastrously
Hlndenburg at Tannenburg, she ral- lied quickly and by winter was ham-- j
mering again at the German borders
and her great armies, overrunning
Austrian territory in Galicia, were at
and
the crests of the Carpathians
threatening an invasion of Hungary.
It took the bulk of the Austrian
armies an entire year's campaigning in
1915 to break Russia's hold on Galicia,
drive her out of Poland and the lower
Baltic territory and force her armies
under Grand Duke Nicholas back to
the line of which
the
scene of the recent peace negotiations,
formed the keystone. Beaten back but
not yet disorganized, she
fought
through 1916, creating havoc among
the Austrian armies in Volhynia and
Galicia and in Asia Minor, driving the
Turks out of virtually all Turkish Armenia.
The opening of last year, however,
found Russia, under the old bureaucratic regime, virtually at the end of
her tether. Her oppressed,
people were ripe for revolution, the
latest flames of which German propagandists had skillfully fanned, and in
March, 1917, came the crash, the deposition of Emperor Nicholas and the for
mation of the first provisional government.
A dispatch from
Amsterdam.
via Berlin giving details
of the conference at which the peace
treaty between the Central powers and
the new Ukrainian republic was signed
has been received here. The treaty
is entitled "A Treaty of Peace Be,
tween Germany,
Bulgaria and Turkey on One Part and the
Ukrainian People's Government on the
Other."
The preamble states that the Ukrainian people having in the course of the
present world war declared itself to be
independent and expressed a wish to
restore peace between itself and the
powers at war. the nation's desire "to
take the first step toward a lasting
world's peace, honorable to all parties,
which shall not only put an end to the
horrors of war, but also lead to the
restoration of friendly relations of the
people in political, legal, economic and
intellectual realms."
The names of all the plenipotentiaries engaged in the negotiations are
then set forth, and they arc declared
to have reached an agreement that
,
Germany,
Bulgaria
and Turkey on the one hand and the
Ukralnain people's republic on the
other declare that the state of war between them is at an end. The contracting parties are resolved henceforth to live in peace and friendship
with one another.

Condemned Slayer Given Reprieve.
Denver. Clyde B. Pearson, the
to be
Wyoming youth sentenced
hanged during the week f Feb. 14 for
killing Sheriff Frank Roach of Cheyenne, In Larimer oounty, Colo., was
given two weeks' reprieve by the state
This extends his
pardons 'board.
lease on life until some time during
the week of If arch 10.

POLICE AND CITIZEN!
IN

FOUR-DA-

ANTI-

WAR OUTBREAK.
WeHtern Nen'Hlmppl-

I'nloii News Servlr!.

Amsterdam, Feb. 12. A dispatch
from
via Berlin giving
details of the conference at which the
peace treaty between the central powers and the new Ukrainian republic
was signed has been received here.
The agreement cedes territory to Germany and is called complete surrender by Trotzky.
Brest-Litovs-
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This is the first and only photograph
Kerensky, wife of the
and revolutionary leader in
Russia, to arrive in this country. Before her marriage, Mme. Kerensky was
Russian actress.
a
of Mme.

n

With the American Army la France,
Feb. 11. One American artilleryman
was killed and five artillerymen were
wounded Saturday night by shell fire.
The Americans sprinkled the enemy
.
trenches with shrapnel all day
Sun-duy-

MEMBERS OF RED GROSS
APPROXIMATELY 17,500,000 ADDED
IN RECENT BIG DRIVE.
Enlarged Membership Will Increase
Active Workers Preparing Sup
plies for Army and Navy.

C, Feb. 11. Figures
Washington,
now available on the Red Cross Christmas membership drive show a total
enrollment of 23,475,000, or 22 per cent
of the population of the United States.
Of this total the Red Cross had
about 6,000,000 members before the
Christmas drive started, so that the
gain from the drive was approximately
17,500,000 new members. The central
division, of which Chicago is the headquarters, leads the other twelve divisions of the country in the number of
new members enrolled Christinas
week.
By divisions, the gains were as fol- lows: Atlantic, 2,800,000; Central, 3,000,000; Gulf, 384,000; Lake, 2,30(1,000;
Mountain, 270,000; New England, 070,- 000; Northern, 658,000; Northwestern.!
093,000; Pacific, 327,000; Pennsylvania,
Potomac, 250,000; South-1,600,000;
ern, 370,000; Southwestern. 3,250,000.
From the fourteenth division, com-- ;
prising all of the territorial Insular
and foreign possessions of the United
States, the new members added ntim- bered 48,000.
Unprecedentedly unfavorable weath
er prevailed during the drive so that
the showing Is considered exceptionalFinal figures are not exly good.
pected to change the foregoing estimates to any considerable extent.
One of the chief benefits anticipated
from the enlarged membership is the
addition of thousands of active workers to Red Cross chapters where supplies are being prepared for our army
and navy and the military forces and
civilian populations of the allies.
D,

-'
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The armies of the German crown
prince before Verdun since Feb. 2
have suffered costly defeats in seven
vain raids on French positions on both
sides of the Meuse.
Although large
bodies of troops were employed at
times, not a single permanent ad.. Ullage has been gained.
Paris. In a raid on a Gorman position near Dioncourt, in Lorraine, a
French detachment took thirty prisoners and one machine gun, the war
office announced.
Germans took prisoners west of
and north of I'asschendaele and
claim success in surprise attack on
eastern slope of Lorraine heights.
Italians repulsed surprise attack in
Monte Asolone region.
The German artillery is increasing
its activity on the Flanders front in
the vicinity of the 1 lout hoist wood,
says the London War Otflce report.
Op-p-

Washington. Arab forces, under
command of the sheik of Mecca, have
completely defeated the Turkish army
operating southeast of the Dead Sea,
In a sanOfficial dispatches state.
guinary battle which began Jan. 30
the Arab tribesmen virtually annihilated the entire Turkish force, capturing 300 prisoners, including the
and his
Turkish commander-in-chie- f
staff. The Turkish loss in killed alone
exceeded 400. Eighteen machine guns,
two mountain guns and a large
amount of booty fell into the hands
of the Arabs.

With the American Army In France.
American artillery and Infantry have
cleaned out a majority of the snipers
who caused considerable annoyance
from the time the sector was taken
over. Snipers' posts In buildings have
been destroyed by knocking down the
shelters over the heads ot the Germans with shells. Snipers hidden in
bushes or in shell holes have been
Roads Guaranteed $945,000,000 Yearly. routed by American sharpshooters.
have succeeded iu locatWashington. Chairman Smith of Night patrols
the Gerthe Senate Interstate commerce com- ing some of the positions and
mans in these have been finished off
to
the
in
favorably
reporting
mittee,
railroad later.
Senate the administration
measunder
the
that
estimated
bill,
Stockholm, Feb. 9. General
ure's provisions the government will
commander of the forces
of
to
railroads
the
guarantee annually
are
which
supporting the Finnish prothe country $945,000,000, which will
visional government, has defeated the
represent a return of 5.32 per cent.
Red Guard, a Helsing-forThis, he says, "reflects neither pov- revolutionary to the Afton Tidningen
dispatch
erty nor riches," but the committee
The Red Guards are said to
believes a majority of the railroads reports.
have suffered a loss of 3,000 killed.
will accept "these terms as a just and
battle occurred at Korkeakosi,
fair measure of their constitutional The
near Tammerfors.
rights."
four-daAmsterdam. A serious
Americans in Russia Reported Safe.
Washington. Ambassador Francis, peace demonstration occurred at
according to dispatches received
telegraphing from Petrograd under
date of Feb. 6, reported all at the em- here. In. clashes between the authoripobassy and in the American colony safe ties and the demonstrators three
and well. This Is regarded as dis- licemen were killed and forty civilians
posing finally of the rumor that diplo- wounded.
Dr. von Seydler, the Auotrian preware being
mats of the
mier, has tendered the resignation of
sent out of Russia.
his cabinet to Emperor Charles, acCranmar and Glassley Survivors.
cording to a dispatch from Vienna. A
Denver. The partial list of surviv- Zurich dispatch states that Emperor
ors of the Tuscania disaster, transmit- Charles has refused to accept the rested from Washington, include the ignations.
names ot Jesse B. Cranmar of Buck-horThe resignation of the von Seydler
N. M., and Isaac F. Glassley of cabinet, it is understood in parliamentGillette, Wyo.
ary circles In Vienna, is due to the
opposlt'on of Polish deputies against
Third Liberty Loan In April.
debates and the provisional
of the special
Secretary
Washington.
budget.
Treasury McAdoo announced the postponement of the third Liberty loan
No Official Report to Washington.
until some time In April.
Washington, Feb. 12. The government here has no knowledge of the
Surgeon Braidstead Reappointed.
Surgeon General reDort that France and Great Britain
Washington.
the Ukraine renubllc
Braidstead of the Navy was reappoint
and sent diplomatic representatives.
ed for another term.
s

y

Lens-ber-

Men Named to Probe Beet Cost.
Food Administrator
Washington.
Hoover announced a commission to de
termine 'the cost of producing sugar
beets in Colorado and a fair profit on
The members ap
such production.
pointed are Judge John C. Ball of
Montrose, Alfred A. Edwards and Al- bin Keeaer of Fort Collins, Price Dun
lavy of Trinidad, and B. D. Parker of
The commission will arJulesburg.
range for public hearings and to take
the sworn testimony of sugar beet
growers as to cost of growing beets.

March Named Active Chief of Staff.
Washington. Maj. Gen. Peyton
has keen appointed acting chief
of staff of the army. Gen. March has
been ordered borne from France to assume bis new duties. Geo. Tasker
will remain, for the time being,
chief of staff and retain the title of
of Turkey la Dead.
general. He will continue at his post
BiabM Under Quarantine.
Amsterdam. The death of Abdul
in France as military representative
W.
O.
Dr.
Sweek,
Arls
Bisbe.
Hamld, former Sultan of Turkey, from
Werkless Days Suspended in South. of the United States on the Supreme
after
Investigating
officer,
health
state
inflammation of the lungs la an"Workless Mondays Allied War Council. A number of as'Washington.
nounced in a dispatch from Constantin- the smallpox epidemic in this district, were
a
suspended In eight Southern sistant chiefs of staff will bo named
strict
quarand
ordered
has
placed
ople by way of Vienna.
states by Fuel Administrator Garfield. la the reorganization plans.
antine on the community.
n

SNIPERS.

AUSTRIA CABINET QUITS
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IS DEMOBILIZING

Three Slain In Slacker Pistol Duel.
Globe, Arli. Sheriff Frank McBride
and Deputies Martin Kempton and
Cain Woo tan of Graham county are
dead, an aged miner named Powers is
probably fatally wounded, and Thomas
and John Powers, his sons, and
Thomas Sisson are fugitives aa a result of a fight near Klondyke, thirty
Longshoremen End Strike.
New York. The 2,000 longshore- miles southeast of here, when the offimen who have been on strike for the cers sought to arrest Powers' sons as
last two weeks on the Southern Pa- alleged draft evaders. Deputy State
cific Railroad steamship piers voted Marshal Frank Haynes of Globe escaped with slight injury.
to return to work.

British Casualties Total 7,077.
London. British casualties reported
In the week ending
Feb. 11 were

ARABS DEFEAT TURKS NEAR RED
SEA AMERICAN GUNS SMASH

DE-

with the Central empires. The authority of this government seems virtually unquestioned at present In northern
Russia and the Teutonic powers already have assured the cessation of
even nominal hostilities along virtually
all the remainder of the original long
line In the east by signing a peace with
the Ukraine and Isolating Rumania.

d

KILLED BY FINNS

LAYED, BUT AGREEMENT 18
MADE AT BREST-LITOV8-

"The president of the Russian delegation at today's (Sunday's) sitting
stated that while Russia was desisting
from signing a formal peace treaty, it
declared the state of war to be ended
Turwith Germany,
key and Bulgaria, simultaneously giving orders for complete demobilization
of Russian forces on all fronts."
Russia steps formally out of the war
by act of the Bolshevik government,
which seized the reins of power In
last November and almost Immediately opened peace negotiation
Austria-Hungar-

3000 RED GUARDS

ENDED BY RUSSIA

1

I

MIME. KERENSKY

WAR WITH HUNS

Turks Support Berlin War Aims.
Amsterdam. Turkey is In complete
accord with the attitude of Germany
and Austria, as expressed in recent
speeches of Count Ciernin, the Turkish foreign minister, Nessimy Bey
told the Chamber of Deputies. He also
"The Dardanelles will redeclared:
main open in the future to international traffic as in the past, and on the
same conditions." While he was aware
of the desirability of peace, he said,
"we never will conclude a peace at
any price."
Mexicans Pretest Killing to U. S.
El Paso, Tex. Formal protest has
been made to the American State Department through Ambassador Ygna-clBonillas, because ot the killing of
fifteen Mexican citiiens at Porvenir,
Xex, Jan. 13, by a posse of armed and
mounted men believed to have been
residents of the Big Bend district of
Texas, it was announced at the Mexican general consulate here. The reason given for the shooting was a suspicion that the fifteen had participated b the Brlte ranch raid Christmas
o
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Our Part in Feeding the Nation
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Lesson

(Special Information Service, IT. S. Department of Agriculture.)

STRAWBERRIES FROM SUMMER TO FROST

(By E. O. bil.i.rJKa, Acinic director of
the Sunday School Course of the Moody
Bible Institute, Chicago.)
f
Copyright 1 7. Wflern Nrwipnifr t'ntnn.)

KING PLEDGES
ALL RESOURCES
FULL ENERGIE8 NECES8ARY TO
FORCE PEACE ON ALLIES'
HONORABLE
TERMS.

LESSON FOR FEBRUARY 17
JESUS TEACHING FIVE PARABLES
FOUR KINDS OF GROUND.

r3
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LESSON TEXT Murk 4:1-2GOlvDKN
TEXT Take heed therefore
how ya hear. Luke 8:18.
ADDITIONAL
MATERIAL
FOR
TEACHERS Milt t. 13:1-3PRIMARY TOPIC-Jes- uH
telling a story
about Bowing seed.
PRIMARY MEMORY VERSE Be ye
doers of the word. James 1:22.

GERMANS MASS FORGES
ALLIES
DRIVE

FOR EXPECTED
WITH SUPERIOR NUM-

READY

BER OF MEN AND GUNS.
Western Newspaper t'nlon News Service.

London, Feb. 12. In his speech at
Jesus tells us plainly why lie taught
of Parliament King
so much by means of parables ( Matt. the opening
.4
13
The truth had to be taught ; George Bald the struggle had reached
hence the parable, tliut those to whom a critical stage which demanded more
It was given to know the messages of than ever before the full use of the
;
the kingdom, those who sought it, country's energies and resources. Unmight know and understand, and that til recognition is offered of the only
.
,
to the others It might be hidden (Mark principles upon which an honorable
4:11, 12). I.Ike all his parables, Jesus peace can be concluded, the King dedraws his pictures from the common
clared, it is the duty of the British to
experiences of life the field, the home, prosecute the war with all the vigor
etc. Puul draws his illustrations chief- they possess.
Members of both houses of Parlia
ly from the city, the army, the market.
In studying this lesson we must turn ment assembled for the opening of the
to the parallel account as given by eighth session of the longest ParliaLuke und Matthew to get the full and ment in modern times a session
which Is virtually certain to be the
complete picture.
What Is the seed? Luke says that last and which will be followed by a
Jesus told his disciples that the seed general election upon extended franwas the Word of God (Luke 18:11). chise with women voting for the first
We get the same thought in verse fourtime in the country's history.
teen of the lesson. A greut deal Is beLondon, Feb. 13. After declaring
Planted to April This Field of an Everbearing Type Gave a Crop the Follow- ing made today of seed selection. Some
wonderful results have been obtuined. the government will stand by the coning Autumn.
How much more Important for those of sidered declaration he made early In
us who deal with Immortal souls that the year to the tradeB union represencan be had the first season. Plants we select the best seed, 1. e the Word tatives, Premier David Lloyd George
which have been set for a year give of God.
told the House of Commons that he
The second consideration Is the bad read with the most profound disa fair yield at the time the usual
strawberry crop is borne. For the sower (v. 4). Notice he went fortli not appointment the replies of Count von
period Immediately after this early to "soar," not is it recorded that he Hertling, the Imperial German chan
summer crop the amount of fruit se- was "sore" because the people did not cellor, and Count Czernin, the
cured Is small. In August, September all receive the seed alike. He did not
foreign minister, to presiand October It becomes larger and un- have ti grouch ; lie did not enter Into dent Wilson's and his own speeches.
his
work
der
that he might receive the "It is perfectly true, as far as the tone
conditions the lute sumn
Strawberries Have mer fuvoriible
or autumn crop from certain vari- adulation of men (Mutt. 6:2). It is, is concerned," he said, "that there is
eties may equal or exceed the early however, the "soli" that seems to be a great difference in the Austrian and
Passed Trial Period.
summer crop. Thus Instead of a con most emphasized In both the direct German speeches. Hut I wish 1 could
stunt supply throughout the season teaching and also the explanation of believe there is a difference in subOF REAL VALUE FOR MARKET there is a distinct early summer crop the purable. There are four kinds of stance.
soil. The manner by which the seed
"I cannot altogether, und I regret it,
One rises who defends the sire
Ah well, what kingdoms we should
came Into contact with each kind of
accept the interpretation of the CzerKINDS OF EVERBEARERS
soli
is
Some fell "by" the nin
his
ire
with
vows
and
Of
land,
see!
significant.
great
was
Heretofore
Varieties
extraordinarily
speech. It
"Everbearing"
AVAILABLE TO GROWERS
wayside ; the puth was well trodden ; civil In tone and friendly. But when
'Tis only a great man's way, indeed, But he has struck down kings; his
Have Been Grown Chiefly by Amathe ground was preoccupied; e. g., It you come to the real substance of the
To give up lofty place, secede
sword
teur and Commercial Growwas used for other purposes than to demands
Thirteen varieties of "ever- put forward by the allies It People's Acclaim of
From honors of such high degree,
ers Crop First Season.
Had fought for, freedom and the
Washington
bearing" strawberries are in the
yield a harvest ; it was hard to be was adamant.
It put Mesopotamia,
trade at present. They are : Ad-- !
Lord.
broken, and hence It was an easy matrutting ambition aside, and fame.
as Their Hero Journeyed
Palestine and Arabia in exactly the
from your garden
Strawberries
ter
vance,
for
the
birds
to
of
the
olr
Americus,
the altar whence they came
Autumn,
And now the cross roads teems with
15)
(v.
Upon
same
as
summer
ore
autumn
and
Belgium."
category
throughout
to Annapolis to Lay
come and pluck it away. We need to
Francis, Iowa, Onward,
His country's heart and stepping
now a possibility as the result of the
life,
Pun American, Peerless, Produc- remember that If men receive with
Down His Sword.
Gerwestern
On
the
where
down
of
varieties
The hour has come, the keen wind's
front,
perfection
"everbearing"
and
meekness
the
tlve,
there
Progressive,
Standpat
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covery, but
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grown chiefly by amateurs and
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sota State Horticultural society
of
planted. Thus It Is thut
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commission at Annapolis.
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till
the Minnesota agricultural
and
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experiment
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trip,
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others
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States department of agriculture anhanging An
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old
Fraunces
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seed to take root? (Ps. 120:3).
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war,
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chance
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bowed
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him in those dreams that
Before
rest seed. As we plant, let us expect great
period of
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In all that stately form of grace
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watch
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At each bowed head and
and the Superb, are notable not only
news,
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follow
to
seed
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unless
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sowing,
time of the usual crop until late sum
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Weather conditions play an Impor the seed of the kingdom gets a real diers reported missing after the action
way
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of
amount of fruit pro grip on our lives there is no chance for
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man
may see,
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And from the council and the crest,
few,
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when the moisture supply and
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third
of
the
Jesus
place
speaks
Was riding down his sword to lay A silent waving of the hand
hardy. The Progressive hus been found other climatic conditions are favorable the seed
DISASTER ASSASSIN'S ACT.
Laying that sword his bravery won
that fell "among" the thorns.
to withstand the winters of the middle can the
Once more upon his country's Dark to his high and faithful band,
be constant. For this Here Is the worldly soli. It Is not so
yield
Upon the table. A shaft of light
Illinois Senator Declares Wilson AdWest better than any other variety ex- reason the
breast
Then with his face set hither
results obtained from the much the character of the soil. It Is
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vances Democracy Implanted by
cept the Dunlap, one of its parents. everbearing
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Lincoln.
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rest
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varieties of strawberries. Another re- greatly and In
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Washington.
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markable characteristic of these variedrought occurs while the plants deceitful ness of riches and "other are ended until Germany is beaten to
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north.
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sigh
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brought
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seed grains locally adapted. The Guam all
yielded ; it all sprang up, but not all American dead as a result of the sinkmake us a great and happy people.
practices differing in special deTheir memories in his noble soul.
eye,
station Is distributing larger quanti- In the
same ratio. We need to rememtails from those followed In the
Influence Is not government Let us
ing of the steamer Tuscania, apparent- His noble mien, his lofty frame,
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of
ties
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point
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Hawaii and Porto Rico Imported some
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There are
distinguishing
ries, are given in Farmers' BulHeatless Monday Order Abolished.
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Washington.
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abolishing
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severe,
God's and the General Washington! an existence. George Washington.
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cept It e. g. they understand its teachWorld Peace Negotiations Opened.
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Washington's Ideals.
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more human food than any other crop most efficient in the conversion of (Luke 8:15 R. V.) These are the er scale than heretofore known are Of
Where Indian Landing sleeps betide lived and fought than to praise his virones of which martyrs (re made.
way,
seen by old school diplomats in the recommonly grown on American farms. grain Into meat, producing five times
Jesus was a great open-ai- r
on the frozen ground The murmuring music of that tide, tues. These latter will And their highpreacher cent series of addresses by spokesmen The hoof-beThis crop heads the list in units of as much per acre of crops as does any
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Douglas. Edward Henry, son of M.
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terial.
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date
seed whleh Is the Word of God" (Luke following the slayer.
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icxt following
of the State Land Office of the State of
The sale of land selected for the Santa New Mexico,
this twenty fourth day of
Ke and Grant County Railroad
Bond Fund January, 1918,
ill be subject
to the above terms and
ROBT. P. ERVIEN,
onditions except that the successful bid-le- r
Commissioner of Public Lands,
must pay in cash or certified exchange
Stale of New Mexico,
of the
tt tne time ot sale,
price offered by him for the land. First Publication February 1. 1918.
our per cent interest in advance for the Last Publication April 5, 1918 .
valance of such purchase price and will be
to execute a contract providing
equired
or the payment of the balance of such
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
ourcnase
price in thirty equal annual
with interest on all deferred pay
NOTICE
FOR PUBLICATION
t
Tients at the rate of four per cent per
mnum in advance payment s and interest
PUBLIC
LAND SALE
lue on October 1st, of each year.
GRANT COUNTY
The above sale of lands will be subject
o valid existing rights, easements, rights
of
Office
the
f way and reservaskms.
Commissioner of Public
Lands,
The Commissioner of Public Lands or
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
lis agent holding such sale reserves the
Notice
is hereby jmen that pursuant
ight to reject any and all bids offered to the
s
provisions of an Act of
it said sale.
tune 20th. 1' 10, the laws of the
approved
Possession under contracts of sate for State of New Mexico, and rules and reghe above described tracts will be given ulations of the Stale Land Office.
rh
n or before October 1st, 1918.
Commissioner of Public Lands will offer
hidHcr ai
to
rnMir
Witness my hand and the official seal
P. M.f on Thursday, April 25th.
f the State Land Office of the State of 2 o'clock
Vew Mexico,
this 11th dav of lanuarv. 1''1K. m the town of Silver Citv. (ountv of
1918.
Orant, State of New Mexico, in front of the
court house therein, the following describROUT. P. FRVIEN
Commissioner of Public Lands. ed tracts of land, viz:
Siate of -- w Mexico,
..Sale No. 1090
Publication January LJ, 118.
N'J, SE4 Sec. 24; YM.
Sec. 25; T. 15 S.. R Yi fj.. Lots 2, 3,
Last Publication March 22,18.
c.
4. Src.
T. 15 S.. R. 20 W
SWJ.
35; T. If. S.. R, 20 W., NF.tf, Sec. 22; SWtf.
hJ:C'
:
"
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
U,
R. 20
con'amtnir 211775 acres,

NEW MEXICO STATE LAND SALES

4W4

LAND FOR SALE.

FOR SALE 640 acres patented land at f7.50
p r acre; iwo school sections with improveThere
S., tt. 4 W., containing 40 acres.
of new mexico
ments worth $1,(XJ0; fenced with 3 wire all
are no improvements.
round; plenty of water; wind mill; corral;
notice
publication
cross fences; all of the land
fqr
Lot 1. EN'W'4. NEW
Sale No. 1080
Eckel house;
40 acres can be cultivated; only
Sec. 19; T. 26 S., R. 1
SLliSFVi,
public land sale
IF to '0 feet to water.
Will sell 19 head
There are nr
E., con tai ni tiK JV7.46 acres.
cows, team and wagon with land at market
Lincoln
county.
improvements.
This place is 18 miles
price for same.
southwest of Tucumcart in the Quay Val Office of the Commissioner of Public Lands.
Sec. 20; T
Sale No. 101
ley. Might consider trade for Kansas, Mm
2
Co,.. IT. N.te. M.w.s-S.. R. 1 V.. SE'iSU'W, Sec. 31; T. 2
oun or Oklahoma land. Address No. 161
fiuilt:t j, hereby given that pursuant S R. 2 E., containing M0 acres selerted foi
care State Record, Santa Fe, N. M.
fC lhr provisions of an Act of Congress, the San a Fe and (Irani County Railroad
laws of the Bond Fund.
The improvements consist
approved Tune 20. 1910.
LARGE TRACT of grazing land north of Slate of New Mexico and the rules and
value $20.00.
of water for stock and regulations of the State Land Office, the
Lordshurg.
Plenty
farmins-- .
No bid on the above described tracts
Includes best farm land in south Commissioner of Public Lands will offer
for Irss thar
western New Mexico for wheat, beans, corn. at public sale, to the highest bidder, at of tnnd will hr accented
statues and hay. Fenced and cross fenced, 9 o'clock A M on Tuesday, March 26th, THRF.E DOLLARS ($3.00) per acre which
Stale 1918 in the town of Carriznco, County of is the appraised value t hercol and in ad
arge range area adjoining. No. 136,
Record Santa Fe, N. M.
Lincoln, State of New Mexico, in front of dition thereto the successful bidder roui'
the court house therein the following des- pay for the improvements that exist or
Tthe land.
acres in a solid body cribed tracts of land, viz:
TWO THOUSAND
between Mcintosh and Monarty, Torrance
Sale No. IM5
SiNW4, NV!4 Each of the above deicrihed tracts will b
county, all under fence, title clear, every SWtf. NJSE, SVhiSt,
Sec. 2'; Lot 4. Sec. 19; tffered for sale
acre can be cultivated, good pure water
separately.
Sec. 27; WNEJI. NNW4, N)
on every quarter section at 10 to 60 feet, .SKSEM.
Sec. 30; NtJ4.NhJ4. Sec. 34; 1. 5 S.,
The
sale
of lands will be sublet
above
the
which
wells
on
two
SV,
quarters
excepting
R1
E., SSWtt, Sec. 26; SSEtf, Sec. 27; to ,he followina
terms and conditions.
are 90 feet, one good two story six room
Sec. 35; NvSW'J, SE'4Jvit:
S'iSK4, NEHNWtf,
bouse, one five room house and other Sec.
6 S., R. 18 F., containing 1122.30
T.
11;
San
52.
No.
State
houses.
Record,
mailer
selected for the Santa Fe and Grant
Except for land selected for the Santa
ta Fe, N. M. Tola la All Uood Bean Land acres
No improve- an Grant County Railroad Bond Fund
County Railroad Bond Fund.
ments.
t lie
.
successful bidder must pay to the
320 acres
A CREAT BARGAIN
patented
of Public lands, or his agem
Commissioner
,
leased
homestead land and three sections
K
V.
.
c- -.
.
,
,
, ..
.,.
domain c
all- adjoining
m.
m.' urtitri
school land,
.
u. ai t
- nublicAL,n,unnul
nuereu oy mm i.ir me
lanti, mui
tj...
price
'
...
o..
ior nine.,
interest in advance for the bal
WjWW, hec. 29;Ri All of Sec. 30; All of
ejtenaing native
""un7,'"tl ,s,e
bf
ha, 'has been
n E,( containinp 3(li2.W inte ceni
grass,
of iuch pnrchase price, the fee.
J1; T 6 s(
una piace an", acres. The improvements consist of fene ,,r advertising
place during past years,
anrf
and
appraisement
NOTICE
FOR PUBLICATION
a- adjoining range will accommodate I thou
V8jue $656,0U.
i(l(f
all costs incidental to the sale herein. an.
amis of head of cattle or slup. at en ted j
i(.at.h aiH fl)1
muBt b,
jf
amn(nli
LAND SALE
PUBLIC
land adjoma station on E I. & b. W.
Sa,e Nq
.,s. Sec. 22; T. 8 S., ,1, posited in cash or certified exchange
from build- - R m f;
for n) the time of sale, and which said amount
sclert-Ry. me School house 300 yards
(lt am1
(1)tllajnintf
COLFAX
COUNTY
J
exan
his
ngs.-nmonths school.
hc Sama Fc riIlll Gr;illt County Rniln.ad and all of them are subject
to forfeiture
1 nee $10 00
net acre li()Ul ,,undt
ceptional opportunity.
There are no improvements, to the State of New Mexico if the ,Ur
Commissioner
ffice
of
of Pnbti
the
..,,,
.rus.
Bw,
ii.r uic paitiinu i.in,
cessful
bidder does not execute a con ' Lands,
thrown in; terms half cash and half on
A
SaIe No mn
of Sl,Ct Jfi. SE,4 S,.t-- . lract within thiny (1,iV8 af.r
haB Urrr
New Mexico.
a
vint
for
terms.
easy
Hne, opening
x,,;
Ey&VM Sec. 21; All rrniled to him by the State Land Office
for immense nf St.(. 22. A
Notice is hereby (riven thai pursuant
business as tins is staty-f S)
,y swy wSE'i, said contract to provide that the purchase
the previsions of an Ant of ("onres.
.anviiMK wiiuii r.
hec. lb All ot hiX. may at his option make payments of no'
J4; VV', Wr-Vi- ,
banta i'e, si. M.
pproved June 20th, I'll), the tas of tht
of ninety-fivtl. f.;i,-less than
K'iXVV, SW'H. Sec. 27; ESK'-4pet
of New
and t lie rules and
Mate
Sec.
time
Sec.
at
29; S'!
afiei
cent of the purHiase price
28; K"Jt SV4.
any
"'WiWYi,
of the State Land ( Kfice, the
emulations
FOR SALE Good five room hoe in Tu-- ; See. 30; All of
sale and prior to the expiration ot
31; NE'4, N'iNW'S. the
of Public
wdl ot
Lands,
cumcari. Cost $2,000, will take $1,700. No. K'VM, Sec. 32; N;NEj, NWJ4, Sec. 33; thinv years fmtn date of the contract, anr omtnissiom-ef at public sale to the highest bidder
lc2. care State Record,
Santa Fc, N. Al.
All of Sec. 35; N, S.c. 36; T. 8 S., R 11 to provtde for the pavment of anv un
nine u clock A. M., on I ucsday, April
E., Lots 1, 2, 3,
SK'i, pail balance at the expiration of tbir
y
' " ; 2.
1: T. 9 S. R. 10 1;., syif SW'i,
"A
K' years from the date of the contract, witi
.
.. v
320 acres,
? Se.
BARGAIN
n deterred payments at the rate
S" K' 12 h" cont:unin
hcc- Sb
miles from Mills, New Mexico, and 15 miles
hoiisi therein
f lowing
the
of
ir.
annum
of
cent
four per
Payable
J
consiat
per
. Improvinrntn
from Roy, New Mexico; good roads, land
f Jr
for farming and grazing; half is sandy
Eood and
of com ract, partial payments to De creun
half black soil. 90 acres broken for
.
1089
Sfllo
No.
of the date ot
No. 1069
Sec. 19; T. 9 S.Jed on the anniversary
SK'4SF'4, Sec.
cultivation, well with good water, 200 acres R. Sale
8 E.r containing 80 acres.
There are contract next following the date of tend I1; T. 24 N., R. 19 E.. containing 120 acres.
of the tract adapted to farming and balance
There are 465,000 ft. B. M. of merchantable
er.
to grazing; price $.00 per ncre. No. 106. no improvements.
imber on this tract valued at $u97.50.
State Record, Santa Fe, N. M.
Sale No. 1070
NNW H, SF.NW.
The 8ae of iaml gCiPCted for the Santa
The above sale of land will be subject
Sec.
J
26; Ea, LwNWi4.
N'rfSEtf,
Funn
SEtfSEtf,
Hond
Railroad
and
Grant
County
OVER 7500 ACRES with plenty of water
K. 14 E., All of wj
o the following terms and conditions, viz:
Sec. 35; T. 8 S
ne
to the above terms and
with timber for stock protection, located SJ4,
Sec. 2; T. 9 S., R. 14 E., containing 1401,20 condilionasubject
bid
thc
successful
that
except
on
near two railroads, particulars
request acres.
No bid on the land will be accepted for
The improvements consist of fine- - (jer must pay j cash or certified exchange
-- No 64. State Record. Santa Fe, N. M.
of the put less than FIVE DOLLARS ($5.00) per acre,
ing, value $250.00.
at t,e tlwe nf saf.(
hitn for till" land which is the appraised value and in addirlio.P
nrir.
lu
t(PrA
REAL ESTATE WANTED.
All of Sec. 16; T. 12 S., f,mr ,K.r cent interest in advance for thr tion thereto the successful
bidder must
Sale No. 1071
R
thc above stated amount for the timber:
LoiuuiMoiK omk nut ,
iniifiuvb'
hnr ol nrli niirrM.Tur nnce anil Wl In pay
WANTED
About three sections of leased ments consist of fencing, value $200.00,
to the Lorn
must
Kuccessiui
the
hiddrr
pay
contract providing
rrquirrd to execute
land with plenty of grass and water. Desire
of the balance of such ""mricr of Public Lands or his agent
for the
a location where cattle can graze all the
the
All of Sec. 32; T. 12 S., minhase payment
such
entire
amount bid
Sale No. 1072
sale,
holding
in
annual
thirty equal
price
for the land, the amount estimated as
year round. Please give full description R. 17 K.t containing 640 acres.
Improve
with interest on all deferred pay
of water supply, buildings and other im ments consist of house, well and fencing, stalmentsat
value nf the timb'T, the fees fnr adlh
nf
four
cent
rate
the
ments
per
pei
and all costs
provements in first letter. No. 13, cart value $7250.00.
in a.lvauce paym-ntannum
and intrrcs1 vertising and appraisement,
State Record, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
incidental to the sale herein, and each and
due on October 1st, of each year.
all of said amounts must be deposited in
Lots 1, 2, Sec. 3; T. 13
Sale No. 107J
HAVE $25,000 to $50,000 worth of Rood Denver S., R. 18 E., containing 7'KfO acres selected
The above Bale of lands will be subject cash or certified exchange at the time of
Mexico for thc Santa Fe and lrant County Rail
to valid existing rights, casements, right, sale.
property to trade for cheap New 901
r
road
Hond
und.
land.
tas
Improvements consist nf way and reservations.
Stanley M. Harrows,
grazing
The above sale of lands will be subject
id Electric Blilif., Denver, Colo. No. 159. of 2 housrs, barn, well, windmill tank cor- ral, and finring, value $10,650.00.
The Commissioner nf Public Lands Ol of valid, existing rights, easements, rights
way and reservations.
th
his
sale
reserves
such
holding
agent
I AM SEEKING TO LOCATE
Range for
Sale No. 1074
See. 23; T. 7 S., right to reject any and all bids offered
lease luflicicnt for 600 to 800 sheep. What R. 11 E., containingE16E',,
The Commissioner of Public Lands or his
160
Improve-mentacres.
said
sale.
at
No.
126, care State Record,
have you to offer.
consist of fencing, value $165.0".
ui n sale reserves lue rigm
geni miming
Santa Fe, N. M.
o reject any and all bids offered at said
ale.
Possession under contracts of sale.
No bid on the above described tracts
the above described tr;
will be
S
WANTED
to 100 lection, of good graz- of Innrl will be
for less than on or before October 1st, 1918.
nven on or before October first 1918.
ing land. Mult have running water and THREE DOLLARS ($3.00) per acre which
satMexico
New
of
Western
it.
official
seal
the
Witness my band and
plenty
is tne appraised value thereof and in adWitness my hand and the official seal
isfactory. Will not pay fancy price, but dition thereto
the successful hidiier must of the Slate Land Office of the Slate
f
State Land Office of the State of
ble to handle 50,000 to 75,000 acres. No.88 pay for the
this Uth day of January Newthe Mexico,
Mexico,
that exist on
improvement!
this twenty-nintN.
M.
day of
Santa
Slate
Fe,
Care
Record,
WIS.
tne land.
January 1918.
ROUT. P. ERVIEN,
H
P.
ROBERT
ERVIEN,
Commissioner of Public Lands,
Sale No. 1075
BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES.
EkSNWtf,
NWtfNWtf,
State of New Mexico
Commissioner of Public Lands,
E
Sec. 29; T. 5 S., R. 1
containing
First Publication January IK, l'J18.
State of New Mexico.
acres selected for the Santa Fe and Grant Last
Publication March 22, 1918.
OIL OIL 1 have 200 acres of land in the County Railroad Bond Fund. There arc no
First Publication February 1, 1918,
I will sell 10 acres for improvements,
Caddo oil Meld.
Last Publication Aptil 5, 1918.
lo bin will be accepted
$200 $50 cash, 15 months to pay the balance for less than FIVE DOLLARS
($5.00)
per
no money down tin ausirati vuuw.. war-.acrSTATE OF NEW MEXICO
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
ranty deed. For further particulars write,
No.
OUR NATION, Jefferson, Texas.
W).
Sale No. 1071
NOTICE
FOR PUBLICATION
SWMSWM. Sec. 5; SF.'4

state

t

-

ji

"

Lj"I ,hT,

-

Sec. 6; SWSEV. SESWtf, Sec. 20;
PUBLIC LAND SALE
SEMSEtf, Sec. 26; S!4NWX Sec. 31; T. 6
S.. R. 19 E.. containing 290.13 acres selected
Cadallac and one for the Santa Fc and Grant
ONE FIVE PASSENGER
RailOTERO COUNTY.
County
live passenger Michigan for sale. Cars in road Bonil Fund.
There are no improveWould exchange tor catgood condition.
No bid will be accepted for less Office of the Commissioner of Public Lands
ments.
158.
No.
care State than FIVE DOLLARS ($5.00)
tle, sheep or horses.
Santa Fe, New Mexico,
per acre.
Record, Santa Fe, N. M.
Notice
is hereby given that pursuant
Each of the above described tracts will to the provisions of an Act of Congress
be
for
offered
sale
aooroved June 20. 1910. laws of the
SALESMEN
WANTED to solicit orders for
separately.
State of New Mexico and the rules and
rubricating oils, greases and painta. Salary
The above safe of lands will be sub regulations of the State Land Office, the
Address THE HARVEY
or Commission.
Ject to the following terms and conditions commissioner ot runnc panels will otter
154.
OIL CO., Cleveland, O.-- No.
at public sale, to the highest bidder, at
vizi
9 o'clock A. M., on
Wednesday, March
SHEEP RANGE Fine tract of .sheep Except for lands selected for the Santa 27th, 1918, in the town of Atamogordo, Coun
New
of
of
State
Mexico, in from
Otero.
tv
R.
Bond Fund,
Fe and Grant County R.
range with plenty of water. Locat- the
successful bidder must pay to the of the court house therein, thc following
ed on railroad. 10c. per head per Commissioner
of
tracts
described
vis;
Und,
of Public Lands, or his agent
month. No. 147. Care State Record. holding such sale,
of the
Sale No. loss
offered by him for the land, four
N;4, SEtf, Sec. 17; NH
Santa Fe, N. M.
price
:
per cent interest in advance for trie balance SVS'A, Sec. 18; All of Sec. 19; Wtf, SE
o: such purchase price, the fees for ad. SWXNEJ4,
Sec. 20; E4, SW, NUNWJt!
"Three tectiona deeded land at $6.50 pet vertisinsr and
and all coats o i. y4
yt , set;,
i, mi ui acv. to ,
ere or will lease for three years for $150 incidental to theaooraisement
sale herein, and each and SICtf, WASWy,, SEtfSWtf, Sec. 29; NySNW.
per year. Plenty of water and. grass, 7 all of said amounts must be deposited in SF.NEjij, NESEX, s,'c- 30 : NEX, EH
nccora
no.
trom
so, atate
Tucumcart.
miles
cssn or ctrtmea exenange st tne time oiiimwvj, rswivvvi, nsac-Js- ,
ec. m;
i
Sant Fe, N. M
le. and which said amounts and all of 16 S.. R. 13 E.. containing 4390.29 acres
them are subject to forfeiture to the Stale The improvements consist of fencing, value
FOR SALE FOUR very valuable business of New Mexico if the successful bidder does $1803.75.
There are B.492,000 ft., B, M. ol
tots in Deming one block and s nan from not execute a contract within thirty days merchantable timber on this tract, valued
Center of town, worth $8,500.00 will take after it has been mailed to him by the at $12,738.00.
The successful bidder on
G. Aitlten. 512, South Gold Avenue.
Deming, State Land Office, said contract to provide this tract must pay this amount for the
that the purchaser may at his option mske timber at the time of sale.
ti. M. -- No. 117.
payments of not less than
Lot 4, Sec. 6, T. 18 S.
Sale. No. 1057
per cent of the purchase
at reasonable price. About 100 of ninety-fiv- e
M ACRES
at any time after the sale and prior R. 10 E containing 42.17 acres.
The ,1m
price
acres in cultivation, good stream of water
to the expir tion of thirty years from date provements consist of fencing and grub
fanning through the land, also warm springs .f
the
for
snd
to
the
$150.00.
contrsct,
value
provide
No.
Record,
State
care
bing,
137,
a this tract.
payment of any unpaid balance at, the exSanta Fe, N. M.
piration of thirty years from the date of Sale No. 151
SVVtf. WSEM
the contract, with interest on deferred Sec. 21; NWHNEM,SNWX,
K',NW. Sec. 28; T
PERSONAL
payments at the rate of four per cent per 18 S., R. 10 E containing 440 acres., Thc
annum payable in advance on the anni- improvements consist of house, barn, cor
MARRY IF LONELY s for results, try me versary of the date of contract partial payrals, well, reservoir and fencing, value
best and most successful "Home Maker" ments to be credited on the anniversary $2600.00.
hundreds rich wish marriage soon; strict of the date of the contract next following
Sale No. ISM
Lot 4, Sec. 7: WiX'i
ty confidential; most reliable; years es the date of tender.
NJ4NWJ4, Sec
WySSWH, SEtfSWtf, Sec. 10;
aerience; descriptions free. "The Success
.
I 9 1 A
The sale of lands selected for the Santa II.
Im. I 1 Cr
Inl Club," Mrs. Purdie, Box 556, Oakland
Fe and Grant Countv R. R. Bond Fund to. uruvirw1
v'. i A,, i a kwu
California.
will be subject to the sbove terms and Sec. 30; T. 26 S., R. 6 E
957.4
COndltlOnS eXCeOt that the SUCCeSSful bidder aeres nf lWh t V a. rescontainingoleeter!
YOUNG W1DOY, best character and dispomust
pay in cash or certified exchange at
the Santa Fe and Grant County Rail
sition, worth $35,000, lonely, 584want kind, the time
of sale
of the purchase rrad Bond Fund.
There are no improve
Los
home-lovinD.
husband. Box
DT n,m
'or tre land, four ments.
price offered
157.
Angeles, CaliI.,-- No.
per cent interest in sdvance for the balance
if such
price and will be re- - Sale No. 1M1
S'SSWtf, Sec. 5; NNH
MARRY; I WILL AT ONCE PUT YOU ON quired to purchase
execute s contract providing for Lots 2, 3. Sec. 7; NjNEtf,
Sec. 8; NJ4.NJ4.
the road to wealth and happiness; strict- the payment of the balance of
such
559.81
R.
pur.
26
ln.
6 E
T.
S..
Src,
Mrs.
Cupid;
ly confidential; The successful
chase price in thirty equa annual instal- - acre, .elected for the Sant containing
Fe and Grant
Cappel Box 757 Oakland, Calif. No. 167.
ments, with interest on all deterred pay-- ' Ounty Railroad Bond Fund.
are
There
ments at the rate of four per cent per
, improvements,
BE A SPIRIT Medium, give Readings, heal annum in advance, payments and interest
due on October 1st of each year.
the sick; $10.00 course only $1.00 postpaid.
Sale No. 1002
NEKSWtf. SEtf, Sec. 10.
Rev. F. A. Thomas, Medium, Author. 20
Sec. 11; S'A, Sec. 12; NK, SWtf. Sec
The above sale of lands will be subjectJStf,
Bickerstaff Street, Boston, Mass., No. 142.
All of Sec. 14; ,
SEI4NEJ4
ij.
to valid existing rights, easements, rights wriviiri
c.
ie. at.
citric
SEK.' wiiNEH. SEViXEie
f Sec. 21:
AT ONCE-- If
MARRY
lonely; write me; of way and reservations,
of
22:
23:
.
E'A.
Sec.
of Sec
.
.
All
send
hundreds
Sec.
EV5NWK.
will
and I
you
of Public Lands or 24: NEW SKNWU. S'.SWW. Sec. 25: W(.
tions; congenial people, worth $1,000 to hisI he commissioner such
sale reserves the vivi
J'fuvwm cm NviSvpu cVe
agent holding
$350,000; seeking marriage; (Confidential), adright to reject any and all bids offered An , S.c; 27; All of Sec. 2S; All of Sec
dress, Ralph llyde, San Francisco, Cal.
, s
, T
at saia sate.
K
An
r,.
No. 127.
; j.
R. 12 ' E., containing 8640 acres.
.
There
:
under contracts of sale for S.,
REFINED WIDOW, 45 worth $50,000, would thePossession
above described tracts will be s:iven,"
Ohio.
35, League, Toledo,
marrv,
on or before October 1st, 1918.
N
S'ASW'A. Sec. 24: NW!
tmJ
No. 170.
Sec.
T. 17 S., R. 12 E., : contain
Witness my hand and the official seal NE)4, im - 25;
ti,
marWould
of
the State Land Office of the State of
ARE YOU SINGLE?
you
,n,.
iew mcxico, inis inn uay oi January,
ry if suited? Let me find your ideal 1918.
All of Sec. 16; All of
Sale No. 1M4
absolute satisfaction; Many wealthy
ROBT. P. ERVTEN,
Sec. 36; T. 19 S., R. 12 E., containing 1280
Commissioner of Public Lands,
wishing marriage; honorable conno improvements.
are
acres.
There
State of New Mexico.
descriptions free: First Publication
fidential; members
January 18, 1918.
No bid on the above described tracts
Oakland Calif Last Publication March
Mrs. Cappel. Box-75- 7
22, 1918.
of land will be accepted for less than
No. 112.
THREE DOLLARS ($3.00) per acre whicr
is the- appraised value thereof and in ad
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
dition thereto the successful bidder must
MAIDEN LADY, 49, best character
for the improvements that exist or
pay land-Eacwant
worth
NOTICE
FOR PUBLICATION
$35,000,
and disposition,
the

NOTICE

SKH

FOR SALE

-

iy.

C.

t.i,

fr

-

W.

s.

se

kind husband and happy home. Box

S84A. Los Angeles, Cal.
LONELY MAIDEN, of best character
worth $35,000, sincerely
disposition, home-lovinhusband. Box
ing kind,
Los Angeles. Cal. No. 165.

and
seek584F.

H

PILES Everybody suffering Piles, Fistuls.
Fisures, Ulceration, Constipation, Bleeding.
Itching, write for free trial Positive Painless Pile Cure. S. U. TARNEY, Auburn.
Indiana. No. 114.
EARLY MARRIAGE desired by handsome
21
to
young lady with meana. Gentlemen CaL-Mo.
Los Angeles

at) write R. L Box 584.
130.

--

H

I WILL at once put you on the
toad to wealth and happiness; strictly conCupid; Mrs. Cap-pefidential; The successful
MARRY)

Box

757

Oakland- Calif;
I

No. 1SL

1

ATTRACTIVE YOUNG MAIDEN, 20 worth
Anxious to marry honorable
$150,000.
gentleman. K. Warn. 221614 Temple St. Los
Angeles, Cel. No. 166.
WIDOW, M, worth $150,000. Lonely. Anxious
to saarry mtlenaa of honorable intentions.
Mrs. Wan. Z21tt Texasle St. Leg Anelea,

OkUL-- Nes

t

Mft,

i

h

PUBLIC LAND SALE

of the above described tracts ot
land will be offered for sale separate
DONA ANA COUNTY.
ly.
Office of the Commissioner of Public
The above sate of lands will be subject
Lands,
to the following terms and conditions
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
vis:
Notice is hereby given that pursuant
to the provisiona of an Act of Congress,
Except for lands selected for the Santa
approved June 20, 1910, laws of the Fe and Grant County R. R. Bond Fund
State of New Mexico and the rales and the auccessful bidder must psy to thr
regulations of the State Land Office, the Commissioner of Public Lands, or his agent
Commissioner of Public Lands will offer at holding such sale,
of the
public aale, to the highest bidder, at 2 price offered by him for the land, font
o'clock P. M., on Thursday, March 28th, oer cent interest
in advance for the
-in
of
I
1918,
as Craors, County balance of each purchase price, the fee;
the town
of Dona Ana, State of New Mexico,
in fo,
Ma appraisement and all
front of the court house therein, the foi- - U,,,,
incidental to the aale herein, and
lowing described tracts of Und vis:
aU
lnd
nii ,otlllu mn fc,
M.,
m ,
deposited im cash or certified exenange
No. lSTT
SWMNEtf, Sec 21; T 22
f ul,,
the
time
whjch mM lllmint,
S., R. 2 E
TheaBO M ol them are subject to forfeiture
containing 40 acres.
improvements csnsist ol surface tank, value to the State of New Mexico If the success
$350.00.
ful bidder does aot execute a contract
within thirty day after it has been mailed
Sale N. M
NKNWJ4, SEUNWX. Sec. to him by the State Land Office, aaid
25; T. 24 S. R. 4 W., EH, Sec 21; T. contract to provide that the purchaser may
24 S. R. 5 W., N& Sec 6;
Sec S; at his option make payments of not leas
R.
NW, Sec ; T. 25
of ninety-fiv- e
W, containing than
per cesn
1387.30 acres selected for the Ssnta Fe and of the warehase price at
any time after
Grant County Railroad Bond Fund. There the aale and prior re the expiratioa as
from slate ad the contract,
thirty year
end to ajfovma ior the nasmaatl a4 awe
24 napaid hsl
T.
Sec
Salt Net M7i
rs
24;
at the smeintiaa mi thirty
NI(SEtf,

,,

-

S,

FOR

SALE

LEA COUNTY
of

Office

Commissioner

the

Lands
Santa Fe, New

Mexico.

Sale

No.

17

V,,

SEJ4.

Sale

Sec. 21:

r.
1093
17;
10; NK!. NKtfXWt-jS", NW'.-i- .
K. 10 W
See. 20; T. IS S
containing 400
There ure no improvement s.
acres.

All of Sec. 2; N& Sec.
10S4
S., R. 36 E., containing 959.12
The improvements consist of fencvalue, $450.00

Sale No.
12

$6090.00.

improvements"

Sec.
320

21;

acres.

T.

18

SW54,
S., R.

There

13

s--

'J?,'

R-

SEKSEK.

Sec.

Memo.

1'JlH.
1918.

8,

FOR

M'FIE

LAND

LUNA

EDWARDS

SALE

COUNTY

Of(i

NORA E. SUMMERS
NOTARY PUBLIC
Office Capital City Bank Bldg.
Santa Fa,
New Mealce).

tTs.i

r

Your Own Picture
on Your Stationery
CilUcr.-.l"IMIi..S'.'-

No. 1111
SEJ4NEJ4, NJ.JSE54, S
SWJj, Sec. 12; WKiNWK, Sec. 13; NEy,
SEJ4, Sec. 14; T. 30 S., R. 16 W containThere are no improveing 320 acres.

ments.

.

ments.

37

are no
11;

consist

li.'iiiiMf'i-

lioiifry in t!o
t'irr. I ..:,:
if

ii

i

.1.

,r

',.v

h(,t'i.':.

f

r

y
I' r

Sal

No- -

All 'of Sec. 16; T.

33

S.,

W., containing 640 acres. There are
improvements.
Sale No. Ill
EJOSWtf, W'SK'4, Sec.
K. 2U W., containing vu acres.
9; 1. il
value
Iinnrovcments consist of fencing,
K.

20

no

clearing, value
Sale
R.

7

v

lux,

ir 0'n

sent

I..'...

L.rltte,

ta

t
r.

Wo will

!nv.';iftld.

Di--

Of fv"FR. COLO.

e ian

OIAMOND

& nrv

".ADITS
ah ynur
S A
Cri CItRS-TK-Ki
fclAMu.ND l'rn,rl,t fjr
iu
d and
Gold metallic boxes, scaled wiih E1.k
Ribbon. Takb no OTrtHTt. Flr ,r
Brurr-ts- t
:n- - iit:n-ri.i- ;
V
and ask r.ie
pri.i.H. for twente.fl
l rs re't.Kale:
Altvnvs PeliaMc
yen

kiW) mv.i

V
luias.i ni:.vt
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS
timh

fVvr'f'rrnr

worth

SCOTTISH
RITE
REUNION
SANTA FE, N. M. FEBY.

18

TO 30

Reduced rates of one
and one -- third fare for the
round trip from all points
in New Mexico, Trinidad
Colo, and El Paso Texas.
Tickets on sale Feb. 16
to 19 inclusive.
Limited Feb. 22, 1918.
For further information
regarding rates and trains
ask your agent.
R. I. Creed,
Phone

Passenger Agent.

Santa Fe, N. M.

42

it

$515.00.

N'-S- ,
No. 1135
Sec. 11; T. 28 S.,
W,. containing 320 acres.
There are

Hopes Women Will
Adopt This Habit

Sale No. 1136
NW'4. Sec. 14; T. 28 S.,
8
W., containing 160 acres.
Improvements consist of clearing and grubbing,
R.

$160.00.

Sale No. 11J7
NW'4, Sec. 11; T. 28 S.,
R. 8 W., enntaining
1'.0 acres.
Improvements consist of fencing and grubbing.
value $187.00.

fiO

anil 10s

,'Ih,'i
c.

m

GKSOHESTulil S i?iLLS

no improvements.

value

o,

I'MTB

e

n.
t

I fjraw ra ai d
vr.c St.

$150.00.

No. 1134
NE'4. Sec 15; T. 26 S
R. 10 W., containing 160 acres.
Improvements consist of well, ditch, fencing and

:.
'

's

M.uu

l!'r
it

r

,u.m-

of fencing,

Sale

r.

.1

-

Improvements

Ara

MRS.

S,

value
T. 24 S.,
ImproveAll of Sec. 19; T. 23 S.,
..Sale No. 1127
windmill, R. 10 W., containing 638.56 acres.
Improve$1890.00.
ments consist of fencing and well, value

MTIE

&

ATTORN
OFFICEi
Corn sr Palace A Washington
Santa Fe, Now Maatco.

PUBLICATION

$250.00.

No bid on the above described tracts $150.00.
land will be accepted for less than
All of Sec. II; T. 23 S.,
FIVE DOLLARS ($5.00) per acre, which is' Sale No. 1117
the annraised value thereof and in ad- - R. 18 W., containing 640 acres. There are
dition thereto the successful bidder must no improvements.
pay for the improvements that exist on
Sale No. 1118
SE!4, Sec. 19; E'A, Sec.
the land.
Sec. 29; T. 19 S K. 14 V
20: NEWXV!4,
Each of the above described tracts will containing 0 acres, selected fnr the Santa
Fe and Grant County Railroad Hond Fund.
be offered for sale separately.
The success- There are no improvements.
The above sale of land will be subject ful bidder will be required to pay in cash
terms and conditions, the entire amount bid for the land.
to the following
Tlt- Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, Sec. 30;
Sale No. 111
The successful bidder must pay to the T. 23 S R. 10 W., E'AE'A. Sec. 25; T. 23
g
Commissioner .of Public Lands or his agent S., R. 11 V., containing 319.04 acres,
of the ed for the Santa Fe and Grant County
such sale,
There are no im-pRailroad Bond Fund.
price offered by him for the land, four
cent interest in advance for the bal- - provements.
ance of such purchase price, fees for adNo bid on the above described tracts of
vertising and appraisement and all costs
incidental to the sale herein, each and all land will be accepted for less than THREE
($3.00)
of said amounts must be deposited in cash DOLLARS
per acre, which is the
or certified exchange at the time of sale appraised value thereof and in addition
and which said amounts and all of them thereto the successful bidder must pay for
are subject to forfeiture to the-- State of the improvements that exist on tne land.
New Mexico, if the successful bidder does
Each of the above described tracts will
not execute a contract within thirty days
after it has been mailed to him by the b coffered for sale separately.
State Land Office, said contract to provide that the purchaser may at his option
The above sale of land will be subjec
make payments of not less than one to the following terms and conditions
thirtieth of ninety-fiT- e
per cent of the pur- vis. :
for land selected for th
chase price at any time after the sale Santa FeExcept
and Grant County Railroad Bom4
and prior to the expiration of thirty years Fund, the successful bidder must pay t
from date of the contract, and to provtde the Commissioner of Public Lands or hit
for the payment of any unpaid balance at a eent holding such sale,
o
the expiration of thirty years from the t he
offered by him for the land
date of the contract with interest on de- four price
cent cent interest in advance foi
per
ferred payments at the rate of four per the balance of such Durchase orice. fee
cent per annum, payable in advance on kfor advertising and appraisement and al1
the anniversary of the date of contract, costs incidental to the sale herein, earr
partial payments to be credited on the an- and all of said amounts must be deposit
niversary of the date of the contract next ed in cash or, certified exchange at th
following the date of tender.
time of sale and which said amounts anr
all of them are subject to forfeiture to thr
The above aale of lands will be subject State of New Mexico, if the success fu
to valid existing: rights, easements, rights bidder does not execute a contract with
of way, and reservations.
in thirty days' after it has been mailer
to him by the State Land Office, saw
The Commissioner of Public Lands or contract to provide that the purchase,
his agent holding such sale reserves the may at his option make payments of not
of

12,

t

Sale No. 1114
SF.J4NWJ4, EHSWJ4, Sec.
EHNWJ4, Sec. 30; T. 32 S., K. 16 W..
W'A containing 2U0 acres. Ihere arc no Improvc-SEJ4- ,

T.
37 E- - containing 40 acres.
The
value
cons,sl
""""S.
1088

April

I'nlili.
f
th.
Commissioner
1. anils.
Snnta Fe. New Mexico.
N'oliee is hereby
given thai pursuant
to the provisions nf an Act nf Con-griTune Oth. I'dO. the laws of the
approved
Sale No. 109S
SF.t$SEj$, Sir. 19; SW'4 Slate nf New Mexico, and rules anil
NK'4. SKMNWtf,
SW'y,. WHSEK. Sec. 20;
fiile 1 and flffi.e. the
r(
NWXNWK, Sec. 29; T. 1R S., R. 12
,
Cnmniisinner nf Public Lands will offer
There arc no imcontaining 400 acres.
n
it ptiM'r sale to the hlphest hi.l.ler
provements.
9 o'clock
A. M on Friday. April 2iili, lvis,
I.
nf
of
una,
in
the town
County
Deming,
Sale No. 1090
Sec. 2; W'-S- , State of New Mexico, in front of the court
KWHSWjf,
Sec. 11; WvJNEX, W'. E',SKU, house
VVJ'jSEHtherein, the following ilest ribed raets
Lot 1, Sec. 13; WJ4, Sec. 14; NEJ4NWU, of
Iaml, viz;
Sec. 23;
NJ4NWX.
WKSW'4. SKV4SWM.
Sec. 24; NUNWtf, Sec. 25; T. 18 S K. 13
All of Sections Ui. 17;
Sale No. 1120
VV., containing 1599.99 acres.
Improvements K'i, Sec. IS; K',. V.'AW,, Sec. 19; All nf
.
consist of fencing, value
Sections 20, 21; NK'4, Sec. It; All nf Sec.
Sec. 29; W'S, N'iNEtf. WKSl'-'i- .
'S;
Sale No. 1097
Sec. See. ES
R.
SKSWJ,
32: All of Seetinns 33 , 34; T. 22 S
9; T. 18 S., K. 14 W., containinu 1M acres. 11W., All of Sections 3, 4; SKK. Sec. 5;
There are no improvements.
S' ., Sc. 7: S'4, NE!4, Sec. S; All of See
tions 9, 10. 15. 16. 17, 1R, 19. 20; 21; 2.':
Sale No. 1098
Lot 4, Sec. 3; Lots 1, 2, 3, 76.
27. 28, 29; S"-- . See. 31; All of Sections
4, Sec. 4; Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, Sec. 5; lots
11
32. 33. 34; T. 23S., R.
W., containing
2, SWKNRJ4.
See.
W!,SK!4,
6; NKyiS:'t, l'(ir'5.06
acres.
Improvements consist of
See. 7; SWJ4NWJ. WWSWUS.
Sec.
;
NEW well windmill, corrals,
troughs, reservoir
Sec. 17; SE'4 ami I'.nein
NWI4,
SKMNF.!,
lue $2"75.00.
,r,
.
Vl.'o:
9n. tui.wui
c...
4. .t i.. ,i,
i. it
'
rj" , KH5.71
S., R. 13 W., containing
acres. There
All of See. 7; V.'A, See.
Sale No. 1121
are no improvement s.
All nf Sections 11.
IS; T. 23 S., R. 10 W
1.1, 14, 23;
12,
WAl'M. See. 25; T. 2.1
W',,
Sale No. 1099
NW!4, Ntf.NKtf, Sec. 1; S., R. 11 V.,
Im
4f.39.0t acres.
enntaining
T. 20 S., H. 11 W
containing 240 acres. prnvenient s ennsist of well, windmill, corvalue rals, tank and trough, value $450.00.
Improvements consist of fencing,

Sale

i

Sale No.

FOR SALE STOCK RANCH,
ei(jht miles
m
Iteming X. M.
"ojnpnsung 320 acres
patented land all fenced, tliree room house,
h.im etc.,- three sehoo! sections leased free,
uh fine oi-rali,'e two good wcllt,40 about
to htad Hertford
head
cattle, and about
work horses, mares and niul.s. includ.ng
tliree sill. is and one
k k in fine
ti.tpe .ui.i (ood s i ti tf f..r coiii;i!'-!outtit,
d ri'.iaon lor
;'UKI, us a 'l.itt'iy luiy.-'i- o
i.
An ken, 513,
!?hm.I
cheap.- - Th..s.
t.old A.ernie,
X. M.
No.

Sole No. 1094
WV5SWi, Sec. 3.1; T. 18
R. 11 W., containing 80 acres.
There
are no improvements.

19;

SWNF."4,

1087

SE!4SE,

R6.250 Acres in one tract, 30,000 acres of
which is fine fruit and farming land.
Spltmlid opportunity to develop by build
ng reservoirs and parceling out to setNo. 51, State Record. Santa Fe,
tlers.

S

S,

Sale No.

Felirmiry

PUBLIC

SF'j

vvvonr., rvjSr., bee
The improvements con- - ?ale No. II1Z
ing 4525.87 acres.
Sec. 13;
sist of house, well, windmill, tank and 17; T. 30 S R. 19 VVJU WJ4NKK,
13; I.
s., K. 2U VV con'AM'4,320
fencing, value $4837.50.
acres, selected for the Santa
taining
Fe and Grant County Railroad Bond Fund.
S";, Sec. 1; All of SecSale No. 1081
tions 11, 12, W4, Sec. 13; EM, Sec. 14; There are no improvements.
37
R.
Sec.
X'A. Sec. 24: T. 18 S.,
E.,
Sale No. 1113
SVJNE!4, SEKNWH.
'i
6; E'A, Sec. 7; All of, Sec. 8; Wi4, Sec.
ScV. 17; T. 18 S., NWJ4. Sec. 1; T. 30 S.. R. 20 W., contain9; All of Sec. 16; Wj-5There are no
1 tie
ing 159.7y acres.
5115.15 acres.
K. 38 c.., containing
improvements consist, of house, corrals,
sheds, wells, windmills, tanks and fencvalue

of the
State of NVw Mexico.
irst Publication February fi. llJ18.
Last Publication April 12, 1918.

STATE OF NEW MF.X1CO
NOTICE

value

Sale No. 1085
SWtf, Sec. 18; W!4, E'A
NEJ4, SjjSEH, Sec. 1; All of Sections 20, 21,
22; NiNWK.
SWNWtf, SWtfSWtf, Sec.
23; N
N'ASy,, SWgSWK, Sec. 27; N'S,
See. 28; ti'A, Sec. 29; N',, Sec. 30; NEVi
NF.J4,
NtfNWK. SEtfNWk, E'ASWM, W3
Sfc.!4. Sec. J4; 1. 1.1 S., K. JS r.., contain- -

P. ERVIEN.
Public
Lands

I

01

-

$11,700.00.

ing,

First Pnhrcnlion
Last Publication

im-

E"SF'J.

No.

ROBERT

it

IjI S.. R. 10 W
acres.
containing
Imprnvem, nt s ennsist of linns--well, windmill, and fineing, value SH40.00.

NKJ. Sec

Witness my hand and the official seal
the State Land Office of the State of
w Mexico, this 1st dav of Februar.
Commissioner of

M.i.-.l.iv of Fehrunrv
tl.;
KnllKRI f r.KVIKN.
Commissioner n( Public Lands nf
v. x

SEW. Sec.
S., K. 11 V

There are no

Po.-rsio- n
under contracts of sale for the
above described
tracts will be given on
r before October 1st. 1918.

1918.

Witness my I: and and the offieid si
,he Slate La nd Office of the Siate

19m

-

WJ4NEK.

1032

T.

.f

loumy
unlherc are no

WKNEJ4.
Sec. 20; T.

cnn'amint' 5ly.01 acres.
provements.

Possession undei com rai ts of srtle for
desiribed tructs will be given
October 1st, 191K.

$680.00.
Sale No. 11MA
NEtf, Sec. 15; N'ANW'A,
Sec. 23; T. 24 S., R. 20 W., containing
No. 1128
.SWM. Sec. 25; T. 24 S
240 acres.
The improvements consiBt of R. Sale
10 W.,
containing 160 acres. Improvehouse, value $250.00.
ments consist of fencing, value $200.00.
SJ-Sale No. 1107
Sec. 29; T. 27 S.,
Sale No. 1121
SW'4. Sec. 31: T. 25 S..
R. 19 W., containing 320 acres.
ImproveR. 9 W., containing 160 acres.
Improve- ments consist of fencing, value $150.00.
ments consist ol clearing, value $j.tj.uu.
Sale No. UM
SW;-,- ,
27
Sec. 4; T.
S.,
VE'A. Sec. 23: T. 2S S..
Sale No. 1130
R. 19 W., containing 160 acres.
There are R. 11 W., containing 160 acres. Improveno improvements.
ments consist of barn, well, fencing and
value $550.00.
Sale No. list
V'AWX, E'AE'A, Sec. clearing,
33; All of Sec. 32; T. 27 S., R. 19 W., NjJ
Sale No. 1131
NW. Sec. 25: T. 25 S..
NEK, SE!4NEJ4, Sec. 4; NEJ4, SW), HA R. 11 W., containing
160 acres.
The imSec. provements consist of well,
SEX, SEJ4SEJ4, Sec. 5; W
,W3Elt
fencing and
6; All of Sec. 7; T. 28 S. R. 19 W., con
$H29.uu.
value
clearing,
2649.63
1125.66
of
which
acres
acres,
taining
wer eselected for the Santa Fe and Grant
Sale No. 11 J2
NEW. Sec. 31; T. 26 S.,
ImproveCounty Railroad Bond Fund.
R. 9. W., containing 160 acres.
Improve-ment- s
ments consist of house, well, windmill, reof well, fencing and clearconsist
servoir, corrals, value $3000.00.
ing, value $205.00.
Sale Nft. Ill
NJ4, Sec. 4; T. 29 S., R.
Sale No. 113$
S'SE!, See. 8; T. 26 S.,
17
W., containing 301.44 acres.
ImproveR. 10
containing 80 acres.
Improvements consist of 1 well, clearing, value ments W.,
consist of well, fencing and clear-ing- ,
$170.00.

-

ing,

SKS4NK-4- .

9;

1091

Vhe Commissioner of Public Lands or
his agent hohiing such sale reserves the
right to reject any and all bids offered
at said sale,

of

r before

acres.

Sale No. lfttl
SWKNEj!,.
SE!4NW!,
Sec. 23; T. 10 S.,
NEJ4SWJ4, NWSE14,
R. 33 E., All of Sections 19, 20, 21, 22, 23,
26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34 , 35; T. 10
S., R. 34 E., All of Sections 1, 12, 13, 24,
25, 36; T. 11 S., R. 34 E., Lots 1, 2, 3, 4,
S!4SW!4, SEtf Sec. 1; Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, SW)4,
Sec. 2; All of Sections 6, 7, 8,
9, 10, 11, 12, 13. 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20,
21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29 , 30, 31, 32,
33, 34, 35, 36; T. 11 S., R. 35 E., containing
Thc improvements consist
33,461.34 acres.
of well, windmills, tanks and fencing, value
T.

Sale No.

The above sale ot land will be subject
ti valid existing rights, easements, rights
of way and reservations.

160 ACRES
WITH FLOWING WELL, in the
artesian belt of the Pecos Valtev. hrtwra
The Com mi ssioTier ff Public
Lands O' Lake Arthur and Artesia, $35.00 per acre,
fi nerd
his agent holding
such sale reserves th
but has no dwelling house, good
right to reject any and all bids offcrc flowing well of pure arfsian water No.
fi.
at said sale.
State Record, Santa Fe, N. M,

vjr.mi

Sale No. 1IM
All of Sec. 20;
R. 20 W., containing 640 acres.
ments consist of houses, 2 wells,
tank, corral, trees, fencing, value

is hereby given that pursuant
to the provisions of an Act of Congress,
approved June 20th, 1910, the laws of the
State of New Mexico and the rules and
regulations of the State Land Office, the
Commissioner of Public Lands will offer
at public sale to the highest bidder at
9 o'clock A, M,, on Wednesday, April 17th,
1918, in the town of Lovington, County of
Lea, State of New Mexico, in front of the
court house therein, the following described tracts of land vis;

acres.

Kaiipian

provements.

ami

hs
teres! on all deferred payrm-ni- s
ai
rate of four per cent per annum in advance, payments and interest due on Oct
ber 1st, of each year.

St

of

Notice

3;

o.wii.i
imnii J und.

elected for the Sant.
sale of land
and (.rant County Railroad Bond Fun
will be subject to the above terms am
conditions except that the successful bid
der must pay in cash or certified ex
o
change at the time of tale
the purchase price offered
by him foi
the land four per cent interest in ad
vance for the balance of such purchas-pricand will he required to execute
contract providing for the payment of th
sucn
01
if
naiance
price
purchase
thirty equal annual instalments with in
ere t on all deft rrcd payments at th
rate of four per cent per annum in ad
payments and interest due on Octo
her 1st, of each year.
The 'above sale of land will be suhjec
to valid existing r it'll t . easements, right
of way and reservitions.
The

1'V

All nf Sections 21, 22, 2
No. 1122
Sale No. 1100
NWSW. Sec. V- - T 27,Sale
R. II) W.,
28. 33. 34, 35; T. 23 S
20 S., R. 13 W
40 acres. There
containing
5120 acres.
Improvements consist
arc no improvements.
nf well, windmill, cnrral shed reservoirs
and fencing, value $682.50,
Sale No. 1101
Sec.
SjNF., Wj, SEll, 573.29
2; T. 20 S., R. 14 W
containing
All of Sections 35, 36; T.
Sale No. 1173
acres.
There are no improvements.
2.1
R. 11 W., containing 1280 acres. There
,
are
no
improvements.
Sale No. 1102
Sec. 1;
SW&NEK.
T. 21 S., R. 15 W., containing 360 acres.
Sale No. Il?4
N',NWX, SWtjNE, W',
There are no improvements.
SFij, SF'SK'J, Sec. 21; WMNW'4, SK'4
Sec. 27; SKtf
WiSKVi.
NW4,
Sale No. U0J
SWJ4SW4 Sec. 21, WKj SWJ. NFMNF.Vi SKSK'j,
Sec. 28; NKKiNF.'4, See.
W!' Sec. 28; SCSI'S, Sec. 29; T. 23 S., H. .14;
ec. 35; T. 20 S.. K
WMVM.
VjM'.W,
18 W.,
360
acres. There are no 8 W., containing 720 acres, of which I'iO
containing
improvements.
acres were selected tor the Santa re and
Railroad Bond Fund.
Grant
There
Sale No. 1104
NWK, Sec. 13; All ol arc no County
improvements.
Sections 14 and 15; WJ4, Sec. 21; T. 24
n.
inert Sale No. 1125
E'A. E',NWW. See r8containing iou acres.
are no improvements.
T. 21 S
R. 11 W., containing 4f0 acres.
no improvements.
are
There
?a-lSec.
i
,Not US?
?
Public
'
con'aining 640 acres.
Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 10.
Sale No. 1126
consist
of
value
fencing,
Sec. 18; T. 23 S., R. 7 W., containing 320
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PUBLICATION

PUBLIC LAND
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less than
of ninety five pe
cent of the purchase price at any tiim
after the sate and prior to the expiratior
d thin y year - from the date of the con
tract and to provide for the payment o
any unpaid balance at the expiration .0
thirty years fr tin the date of Hie con
tract with interest mi deferred payment
at the rale of hmr pr cent jer annun
payable in advance on the anniversary o
hr date of the t ontrac, pan tal payment
to be credited nn the anniversary of th
'late ot th' cimiract next following th
date of teiiler.
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As Weil As Men
4
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Glass of hot water each meanVSEtf. Sec. 2. T.
ing helps us look and feci
containinR 430.15 acres.
There arc no improvements.
clean, sweet, fresh.
Nn hiHs on thc above described
trn't'
9
tl m
for lrS
au-ZLlA?; DOLLARS
TTnppv, brU:l.t. alrt viroro'iH
TIIRKE
(S3.00
per acre, vhuli rtvoioii
Hn-i)
skina
!
V1'
is thc appraised value thereof aTi.! in viand froo.lum
lition thereto the successful bidder
ut "rill, rosy Cdinpl-'Xicthat exis on from illiiPss i;r" assurt'd only by
pay for the improvement
the land.
rloan, mni liy blood. 11 only ovcry
Each of the above described tracts will woman nti'l likcwlFO ovrry man couM
be offered for sate separately.
realize th" wonders of tiio morn in n,
The above sale of land will be siije t inside bath, what a urutifyin? rhant;
to. the following terms and cmit 'ns would laK" piaro.
vir..:
Instead of tho thousands of sickly,
Except for. land selected for th"
Santa Fe and Grant Couny Railraat
anaemic look im; men, women anl
must pav to
Fund, the successful httH-- r
jiirls wiili pasty or muddy complex- lUr. rrnvn..
nf P..I.1.r I 11,1. r.- I,,
of
of ions: intend Of tlio multitudes
atrent holditie such sale,
' brain
the price offered by him for the l.uir), "iktvo wn cUs." "rundown.,"
four per cent cent interest in advance for f
;J T1f?sslnljst
W) should Se a
the balance of surh purchase price fees
Of
rosy- opumistic fbmn
advertising and apprais. ment and all Vinb
msts incidental to the sale herein, en h cdieeLed people everywhere,
dr
and all of said amounts must bj
posit-- '
An
inside bath is had by drinkinp.
.
ed in cash or certified exchange at th- hniYirn
UreaUUst. a
time of sale and which said amounts and c?( "
all of them are subject to forfeiture to the frlass of rtal hot water With a tea
State of New Mexico, if the successful spoonful cf limestone phosphate in it
bidder does not execute a contract with- - f . .,c.i, '
tha t,r.mnh Ilvrr ' lHnV
af'er it hasbeen mailed
,
,
,,
fcM
o him by tne Mate i.and uttice, sai'i
"in
'ontract to provide that the purchaser vious dav'ft indigestible waste. 60 Uf
maVe
of
not
his
at
tbUU
payments
option
may
fermentations
and poisons,
Z'n ,h,"n,hrp,;,r,,eh p0rice,,",.Vr.ni;in:crcleansi,r.
.woetentns; and froshenins
the
and
entire
the
aftrr the sale
alimentary rnnal before
rspiration
prior to
of thirty years from the date of the con- - putting more food into the stomach,
ract and to provide for the payment of!
Those subject to sick headache, bil-balance st the expiration of
ane
con-- ! lonsness.
Jears
nasty breath, rheumatism,
of
from
date
the
the
thirty
tract with interest on deferred payments colds; and particulary those who hav
at the rate of four per cent per annum a pallid, sallow complexion and who)
psy.bl ; in advance on
r
are constipated
very often,
to be credited on the anniversary of the "rued to obtain a quarter pound of
the
limestone phosphate at the drug store)
date of the contract neat following;
.
date ol tender.
which will cost but a trifle but la
for the Sants sufficient to demonstrate
The ssle of land aeh-rtethe quick
Grnt County Railroad Bond Fond
remarkable change in both health
will he suhiect to the above terms and
conditions except that the successful bid- and appearance awaiting; those who
der must pay in cash or certified
practice internal sanitation. We must
of remember that Inside cleanliness ta
at the time of aale
the purchase price offered by him for more
important than outside, bethe land four per cent interest in advance for the balance of sock purchase cause the skin does not absorb imparprice and will be required to execute a ities to contaminate the blood, while
contract providing for the pa resent of the the pore In the
thirty feet of bowels
in
such
balance of
purchase
price
thirty equal annual nstalxeents with ni
Sale No.
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S., R.
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ARMY TRUCKS COMPLETE LONG
FROM

TRIP

DETROIT TO ATLANTIC

SEABOARD

THE RANCH AT THE WOLVERINE
A

tale of the wild outdoor life of pioneer days that called forth all the cour
age and resourcefulness of men and women inured to danger and hardship

By B. M. BOWER

(Copyright, Little, Brown A Co.)

"I've thut It wanted another swullow or two panlouably at last. "He simply can't
lines, I notice," she retorted.
heard that tune ever since I kuowed and lowered Its muzzle again to the lose his footing or his way."
him. lie can't fool me!"
water.
"i'es? That's nice."
Jase maundered in at that moment,
Hilly Louise could not form auy opinBilly Louise felt like putting out ber
and Marthy turned und glared at Juse ion of tbe man's age or personality, for tongue at blm for the cool remoteness
with what Hilly Louise considered a he was encased lu a wolfskin coat of bis tone. It would serve blm right
perfectly uncalled for animosity, lu which covered him completely from to ride on and let blm break bis neck
reulity, Murthy wus covertly looking hat brim to ankles. She got an impres- over the bluff if he wauted to. She
sion of a thin, dark face and a sharp shut ber teeth together and turned ber
for visible symptoms of the
She shut her harsh lips together glance from eyes thut seemed dark fuce awuy from him.
is a thin, high nose, and
So, lu silence aud with no very good
tightly at what she saw. Juse certain, also. There
ly was puffy under bis watery, pink beyond thut Hilly Louise did not look. feeling between them, they went prerimmed eyes, and the withered cheeks If she bud the mouth must certainly cariously down tbe steep bill (the hill
above his thin graying beurd really did have reassured her somewhat.
up which Marthy and the oxen and
Blue stepped nonchalantly down into Jase bad tolled so laboriously twenty-sevehave u pasty gray look.
A military freight service bus been estublishcd by the quartermaster
"D'you turn them culves out into the tbe stream beside the strange horse
years before) and across tbe tiny
corral';" she demanded, her voice hard- and went across without stopping to flat to where the cabin window wink- general to carry ammunition by army truck and relieve the railways of some
er because of her secret uneiislness.
driuk. The strange horse moved on ed a welcome at tbera through the of the congestion. The first truck train of 30 machines has completed the
"I wus gnin- to, but the wind's also, as if tbat were the natural thing storm.
trip from Detroit to the Atlantic senboard, the trucks nlso to be shipped to
"Ilow much 's it golu' to take?" asked changed into the north, 'n' I thought to do which it was, since chance sent
CHAPTER I.
France. Two of the machines curry supplies for all. The photograph shows
Marthy heavily.
the leading truck on a difficult bit of road.
mebby you wouldn't want 'em out." them traveling the same trull. Hillv
CHAPTER II.
Let Us Start at the Beginning.
"oh. piles." Billy Louise spoke airily Jase turned buck aimlessly to the door. Louise set her teeth together with tbe
l! l mil worn
their necks to hide her pride in the Importance of Iils voice was getting cracked and
A Book, a Bannock, and a Bsd.
InIn the vnUe of patient
URGE CLEANING INTAKE CAR
subject. "Kifly dollars,
guess. husky, and the deprecating note domled tbe way straight to tbe
ucle. siiinilil really begin this I've got to have some new clothes. inated
AUTO
all thut he said.
low, dirt roofed stable of logs und
pathetically
Hut In follow the Hail tlie.v
sl'T.
monnnle says. I'd like a blue dress."
"You'll have to fuce the wind goin'
Attention Now Being Given to One of
stopped with his nose against tbe
would take several chapters
in. nil"And your puw can't raise fifty dol-- I home," he said to Rilly Louise. "More'n
closed door. Rilly Louise herself was
Defects in Automobile Con- ,
wliieb .nti i'i tail, ly would skip unless larsV" Murthy's tone was plainly belbe fucin' snow too. Looks
deceived by the wlilrl of snow and
struction.
you'll
likely
.Mm like t" hear the tale of how the ligerent.
bud off thut way."
would have missed the stuble entirely Hard Feeling Between Pedestriwilderness was tameil and call thrill
"tint to pay interest," said Hilly Lou
"You go on und turn them culves
if the leadership hud been hers. She
One of the crying defects In autoans and Automobile Owners.
at the tern history of those who iliil ise importantly.
out!" Murthy commanded him harshly.
mobile construction Is at last receivpatted Blue gratefully on the shoulder
the taming while hey foiiglil to keep
Marthy said not another word about "Hilly Louise ain't goin' home if it
when she unsaddled him. She groped
ing attention. Every mechanic knows
their stomachs fairly well tilled with delils or the duties of parents. What storms.
I slid think you'd
know
with ber fingers for tbe wooden peg in
the Importance of protecting wearing
food and their huri muscled bodies (it she did was more to the point, howto
know
thut."
ttu wall where tbe saddle should hung, AVOID ALL HARSH WARNINGS surfaces of a machine from dirt and
enough
for the Cray.
ever, for she hitched the mules to a
I'll
failed to find it and so luid the saddle
"Oh, but
have to go unywuy
grit, and considerable attention has
Then- was a woman, iow Plowed. laltly old backboard next day ami the
down against the logs und covered It
"Monnnle cun't
girl interrupted.
been given to gears and bearings; hut
0!
niPcd, harsh of voice ami speech drove over to the Muelionuld ranch on be there alone; she'd
with the blanket.
worry Iwrself to
Some Excellent Rules Regarding Use thut vltnl part of the engine, the cylinnn, nature, who d'ove the four oxen the Wolverine.
She carried $"" In her death if I didn't show up by dark.
"Just turn your horse lu loose," she
der, has been lost sight of between the
I'oi'wumI over lavu rock and rottli pocket, kiiiI Unit was practically all She worries about
of Motor Signals Three Principal
every little thing
directed the man shortly. "Blue won't
engine designers and the carbureter
Limit
of
Noise
Times
When
pi.'ii''o and the scanty sau't', I luilil the money Marthy possessed ami hail since duddy died. I ought to have gone
fight, and I think the rest of the horses
engineer, and allowed to Inhale dete
on a yrcat deal liliout Marthy, been saved for the debts that harassed beforeor I
Is
Proper,
are in the other part. And come on to
oughtn't to have come.
structive rond grit ad libitum. The
who jili ddcd stolidly across the desert her. She gave the money to Hilly LouHut she was worrying about you, Mur
the house."
Scientific American.
and the low lyini: hills along the Itlack ise's mother and said that it wus a thy. She hadn't seen or heard of
Do you know how to sound the horn
you
It pleased her a little to see tbat be
fool, and of her weak sullied, shiftless present for Hilly Louise and meant for for a month, and she wus afraid you
obeyed ber without protest, but she on your automobile?
SPRINGS TAKE PLACE OF AIR
liusl'iind whom she called Juse when "school money." She said thai she might be sick or
Listens like the 'steenth edition of
wus not so pleased at his silence, and
Why
she did not call him worse.
hadn't any girl of her own to spend don't you get some something.
one to stay with
foolish
but
minute.
wait
a
toshe
the
led
questions;
ruther
way
indignantly
Automobile Tire, Invented by Ohio
They were the pioneers whose lurch- the money on and that Hilly Louise you? I think -- on ought to." She lookward the winking eye which was the Think it over.
Man, Possesses Most Excellent
ing wayon lirst forded the singing was u good girl and a smart girl, und ed toward the door, which Jase had
act of crossing
ever
Were
in
the
cabin's
you
window.
Wohcrine stream Just where it greens she wanted to do a little something to closed upon his departure.
Riding Qualities.
"If Juse
when
a
all
street,
taking
precautions,
At
the sound of their feet on tbe
the liny valley and then slips between ward her schooling.
should get sick or anything"
came
from
beside
close
suddenly
you
wide doorstep her mother pulled open
A wiimuu will sacrifice more pride
An airless automobile tire, for which
huge lavu rock ledges to join the larger
"Jase ain't goin' to git sick," Marthe door and stood fair In the light, a terrible screech or honk that made Is claimed Indefinite life and even betstream.
Juse would have stopped than you would believe if she sees n thy retorted glumly. "Yuh
don't
want
more
room
demand
and
heart
your
looking out with an anxious look.
ter riding qualities than the pneumatic
there and called home the sheltered way toward helping her children to an to let him worry
yuh, Hilly Louise. If
"Is that you, Billy Louise? Oh, ain't startled everyone in your vicinity?
little preen spot in the gray barrenness. education. Mrs. MacDonald took the I'd worried every
tire, Is the invention of C. E. Beard of
time he yowled
even
and
it's
Well,
money you have,
Peter Howling Dog with you? What
Itnt .Marthy went on up the farther hill money, und she promised secrecy with around about
Columbus, O,
he deud.or
sick
I'd
being
to
or
sold
wanted
the
things you
makes you so terrible late, BUly
and across the upland, another full u feeling of relief that Marthy wished crazy by now. I dunno but
The tire consists of an Inner and nn
maybe
Louise? Come right in, stranger. I say were in the same spirit as the outer rim with dlnmond-shnpeit. She was astonished to hud that I'll have
conday's journey witli the sweating oxen.
to help with the 'You'd Better Ride On Ahead and Get don't know
somebody
out
"Get
motorists'
apparent demand,
In Out of This."
your name, but I don't
nections thut work with a scissor mo- They camped that night on another Murthy had any feelings not directly work, though," she added after a pause,
need to know it. A storm like tbia is of here."
little. singing stream in another little connected with work or the shortcom- during which she had
swiped the dish, queer little vicious click that had al
Dealer Gives Hints.
valley which was not so level or so ings of Jase, but she never suspected rug around the sides of the pun once ways been her habit when she felt ull the Interductlon a fellow needs, I
Now, grunting that this Is one cause
guess."
green or so wholly pleasing to the eye. that Marthy had made any sacrifice for or twice und had opened the door and thwarted and constrained to
to
yield
"What about Peter?" Billy Louise for the feeling between pedestrians and
Hilly Louise.
And that night two of the oxen,
thrown the water out beyond the door circumstances and straightened herself
So Hilly Louise went away to school
asked. "Isn't he here?"
motorists, a prominent dealer In moby a surer instinct than their
like the sloven she was. "I got a in (he saddle.
step
"No, and be ain't been since an hour tor cars, believes the rudeness is usuhmnun owners, Htrnyed away down a anil never knew whose money hud nephew that wants to come out. He's
a
"Looks
like
the
fur
coated
storm,"
or so after you left. He saddled up ally due to the fact that the driver
narrow, winding gorge and so discov- made It possible to go, and Marthy been In a bank, but he's quit und wants one observed, with a
perfectly trans and rode off down the river, to the res- does not know how to sound his warnered the Cove und feasted upon its rieli worked harder and drove Jase more to git on to a ranch. I dunno but I'll
to
the
awk
parent
lighten
attempt
ings, or at least has never given It
ervation, I reckon."
grusses. It was Marthy who went relentlessly to make up that $.T0. She hnve him come in the spring."
warduess.
any thought. In any event two sets
after theni and who recognized the lit- never mentioned the matter to any one.
Louise
"Do,"
tilted
her
chin
Hilly
urged Hilly Louise, perfectly
upward
of warning signals would help.
tle, hidden Kden us the place of her The next year it wits the same. When unconscious of the
and
at
tbe
of
clouds
gazed
gray sweep
The stranger introduces himjHitentiulities of the
Here are some of the rules regarddreams
supposing she ever had in August she cpiestloned Hilly Louise future. "I hate to think of you two moving sullenly toward the mountains
self as Ward Warren, who has
dreams. So Marthy and Jase and the clumsily ttKin the subject of finances down here alone. I don't
ing the use of the horn:
buck.
her
at
She
at
man
the
a claim on Mill creek,
glanced
any
BHIy
Don't try to "drive" with the auto,
four oxen took possession, und with and learned that duddy still talked ftne ever comes down here suppose me
and caught blm looking Intently at her
except
Louise has had many day
mobile horn.
much labor and many hard years for about debts und interest and didn't and that Isn't often."
face.
dreams about a man bearing
.
"Look out, I'm coming" isn't a law
the woman and with the same number know where the money was coming
I.V.I
He did not look away immediately,
got any can to come
ituuouy
that name.
of the road.
of years und as little labor us he could from she drove over ugain with mouey
as
be
should
said
Louhave
aud
done,
Billy
Marthy stolidly. "They
And again she ex- down,"
Harsh warning signals often cause
manage on the man's part they tamed for the schooling.
sure am t going to come for our com. ise felt a little beat wave of embarto jump in front of your
the Cove and made it n beauty spot in tracted a promise of silence.
pedestrians
BE
and
there
(TO
CONTINUED.)
p'ny,
ain't nothing else to rassment, emphasized by resentment.
She did this for four years, and not a
Airless Automobile Tire.
car.
that wild land. A beauty spot, though
em.
"Are you going far?" be queried in
oring
It
sou!
knew
thut
cost
in
her
their lives held nothing but treadmill
anything
have tton. The diamonds are held at a tenautomobile
should
Every
signal
same
tbe
there
tone
be
had
"Well,
aren't
to
come,
many
employed before. STOLEN TREASURES OF ART a "soft
toll and harsh words und a mental the way of extra work and extra
pedal."
"Six miles," she answered shortly,
you know,"
a series of springs running
sion
Billy Louise, shak.
horizon narrowed almost to the limits harassment of mind. She bought more ing out the laughed
Sometimes a touch of the linger will aroundbythe tire. The outer
dish
be
to
she
tried
and
civil.
towel
rim carries
though
decently
spreading
more
Will
cuttle
and
cut
and
went
Rare
Hold
Collections
Indeephay
Germany
of the grim, gray rock wall that surcreate
an
not
sound
over
as
two
"I've
it
about
nans,
she did at home
a rubber tire, which can be replaced
eighteen," he said.
er into debt, for as Hilly Louise grew
Taken From France and Belgium
rounded them.
more
be
of
to
tended
notice
a
than
"I'm
nearest
"Looks
like
we'll
both
your
when worn out.
get caught out
Unless Peace Terms Interfere.
Another sturdy smiled couple came older und prettier and more accustom-e- got six miles to rideneighbor, and I've in a blizzard."
"I'm here."
ugalnst the wind
It Is said the tire will last during the
to the ways of town she needed
afterward and saw the Wolverine and
Loud
I thluk I'd better start. We've
Honking
Wrong.
that.
a
at
he
bad
Certainly
life of the car. The tire has a rounded
pleasant enough
Will one of the peace conditions Inmade for themselves u home upon its more money, und the August gift grew got a hair breed
more
sail"
than
"set
drivers
at
Many
doing chores for Us, voice, and, after all, it was not his
form, and looks very much like an orThe mother but he
hunks. And in the rough little log proportionately larger.
has to be looked after or he fault that be happened to be at the volve a return to Belgian and French SO miles an hour and think they are dinary pneumatic, and is even lighter,
treasures removed by the Ger- playing fnlr with humanity by loud
art
cabin was horn the girl child
want was thankful beyond the point of qnes. neglects things. I'll not
when
she rode out of tbe mans
get another crossing
except in the smallest sizes.
since 1014 from the occupied honking.
you to meet a girl child when she Honing. An August without Marthy chance to come very soon, I'm afraid. gorge. Billy Louise, in common
jus- territories? asks the New York Eveshould have been u boy to meet her und Murthy's gift of money would have Mommie hates to have me ride
limit
Three
times
when
the
laid
aside
principal
ber resentment and
around tice,
Post.
TO STOP VALVE PLUG LEAKS
father's need and great desire; a girl been a trugedy, ami so selfish Is mother much in the winter. You send for
of noise is proper are :
that looked at blm with a bint of a smile ning
child whose very name was a compro- love sometimes that she would have nephew
Until
wnr's
the
outbreak,
present
1.
warn
To
the man on the wrong
corners
at
the
of
ber lips.
don't you.
away,
right
why
If
even
the
she
had
known
gift
accepted
mise between the parents.
For they
Difficulty Overcome by Spreading Or
"That's what we have to expect when everyone has supposed the custom of side of the road.
Marthy?" It was like Billy Louise to
culled her Hilly for suke of the boy what it cost the giver.
2. To stop the car backing Into you.
mix command and entreaty together, we travel in this country in tbe win nations changed since Napoleon's
dlnary Paste Stove Blacking
Louise
At
knew
then,
Hilly
eighteen,
Iter father wanted and Louise for the
Over Threads.
I don't think Jase looks a bit ter," she replied. "Klghteen miles will time, so that It would no longer be
8. At bad curves.
"iteally,
some
not
the
wide
things
by
taught
gir: her mother had longed for to lightpossible for a conqueror to fill his muwell."
In going around a car traveling in
take you long after dark."
and
hills
wild
the
her.
around
en that terrible loneliness which the plains
That supposi- the same direction the horn should be
"A good strong steepln' of sage 'II
There are still a great many en"Well, I was sort of figuring on put- seums with plunder.
far frontier brings to the women who She was not spoiled by her little learn- fix him ail
he ain't sick, as ting up at some ranch if it got too bad. tion, like so ninny others, seems to sounded as to say "Excuse me, I want gines without detachable
cylinder
right,
only
which
a
was
And
ing,
good
thing.
brave its stern emptiness.
I see.
You take this shawl."
There's a ranch somewhere ahead on have been given the He by the kaiser, to travel a little faster." The signal heads and these use valve pings. These
bewhen
her
died
futher
tragically
When Hilly Louise was twelve she
whose agents are said to hove emp should not be a challenge to "get oft plugs often leak. This leaking may
Rilly Louise refused the shawl and the Wolverine, isn't there?"
wanted to do something big, though neath an overturned load of poles from ran down the twisted puth
"Yes." Billy Louise bit her lip, but tied the Antwerp and Brussels mu- the road and let someone ramble that be stopped by spreading ordinary paste
fringed
canthe
mountain
at
the
head
of
the
she was hazy us to the particular nawith long, reaching fingers of the hare hospitality is an unwritten law of the seums for the benefit of Berlin. Even knows how."
stove blacking over the threads. Do
ture of that big something. She tried yon Hilly Louise came home. The Rilly berry bushes. At tbe stable she stop- West, a law not to he
business men, al- not use too much. This may be used
broken. the emperor's grandfather, In the war
lightly
Quiet,
to tulk it over with Marthy, hut Murthj
ped for an aimless dialogue with Jase "That's where I live. We'll be glad to of 1870. took practically no toll of ways courteous, will make an auto- at' any hot Joint In place of white or
could not seem to think beyond the
Purls art treasures.
und then rode away, past the orchard have you stop there of course."
mobile horn proclaim them roistering red lead, and Is much better because
I
'live.
M
M.L
Mullce has ascribed this moderation hoodlums.
whose leafless branches gave glimpses
The stranger must have felt and adit does not make removal of the part
When she was thirteen Hilly luise
of the low, sod roofed cabin, with mired the unconscious dignity of ber to the lack. In that Spartan generaRemember, you are Judged by the an hour's Job.
t'.de over with u loaf of bread shf had
led
which
of
for
art,
Murthy standing rather disconsolately tone and words, for be thanked ber tion,
appreciation
message you transmit through the horn
Inked all by herself, and she put tills
on the rough doorstep watching her go. simply and refrained from
looking too those earlier Invaders to confine their and not entirely by the color or style
Repairing Tire Cuts.
p oblctn to Marthy:
orBlue wus climbing steadily out of Intently at ber face.
to
most
Tread-cu- t
nctlvltles, for the
part,
of your car.
repairs are apt to loosen
"I've been thinking I'll go ahead and
the gorge, twitching an ear backward
The
Fine si ft in gs of snow, like meal flung molu clocks and silver services.
when the area to be repaired is not
write poetry, Marthy - a whole book
with fluttering uttention whenever his down from a gigantic sieve, swept into modern Prusslun, however, from the
thoroughly roughened and the overof it with pictures. Hut I do love to
lady spoke. The horse went on, calm- - their faces as they rode on. The man crown prince down, has become a INSERT CORK IN FAN BELTS flow of new stock la not removed.
make bread and people have to eat
over
this
rock
ly stepping
and around turned his face toward her after a long dilettante, nn art connoisseur. Hence
Take a piece of emery paper and
In ail. Which would you be, Marthy
that as if it were the simplest thing in silence. She was riding with bowed the very thought of cleanup made of Not Affected by Water, Oil or Dirt, sand
off the repair until It Is flush
a poet or a cook?"
Hie world to find sure footing and car- - bead and face half turned from him art objects. Berlin, willy nilly, is to
and Retain Their Gripping Quawith the tread surface, with no loose
Mart by looked at her a minute, lent
bis
ry
litiesNot Costly.
lady smoothly up that trail. He and the wind alike.
be made a world art center. If touredges remaining.
attention briefly to the ipieslion
threw up his head so suddenly that
You'd better ride on ahead and get ists prefer Paris because of its greatand gave what site considered good adLouise
wag
To make sure your fan belt will not
startled out of ber in out of this," he said curtly. "Your er natural charm, they will. In any
Hilly
Watch Spokes of Wheels.
vice.
aimless di earnings and pointed nose horse is fresh. It's going to be worse event, be forced to visit the Prussian slip yon may now. If you like, install
.
Keep watch on the spokes of the
"Yon learn how to cook. Hilly
and ears toward the little creek bot- and more of It before long. This capital In order to see Rubens "De- a leather belt Into which circular
if the car Is an old
wheels,
Yuh don't want to go und get notom above, where Marthy had lighted cayuse of mine has bad thirty miles scent From the Cross."
pieces of cork have been Inserted, one. If especially
spokes can be shaken, tighten
tions. Your maw ain't healthy, und
her camphre long and long ago.
or so of rough going."
A monopoly of the world's potash after which the belt Is waterproofed,
A few steis farther and Blue sto- "I think I'd better wait for you," she supply, and a collection of stolen art, stretched, and backed with heavy fab- the bolts on the flanges of the hub. If
jour puw lilces good grub. Po'fry is
ail foolishness. There ain't auy money
pea suort m tne trail to look and lis. said primly. "There are bad places Is to keep the world at Germany's ric. The corks. It Is said, are not af- they are still loose, consult a wheelin it."
ten. Billy Louise could see tbe nerv- where tbe trail goes close to tbe bluff, mercy unless the terms of peace pro- fected by water, oil, or dirt, and retain wright, as your life may be endanof a wheel.
ous twltchings of his muscles n,,n. and tbe lava rock will be slippery with vide otherwise.
"Walter Scott paid his debts writing
'heir gripping qualities throughout the gered by tbe breaking
the skin of neck and shoulders, and she this snow, and It's getting dark so fast
poetry." said Hilly Louise nrgumenta-tively- .
life of the belt. . The device costs $1.
Protection for Tires.
She had just read all about
smiled to herself. Nothing could ever tbat a stranger might go over."
When They Met Again.
To protect automobile Urea from
Walter Scott in a magazine which a
come upon ber unaware when she rode
"If that's tbe case tbe sooner you
met
Save
Flanfriends
Two
Gasoline,
recently in
the sun when a car is standing shades
alone so long as she rode Blue. A are past tbe bad places the better. I'm
passing cowboy had given her. Perders. Dan Daly was one of tbe
Although this t the age of
operated on spring rollers, to be
haps that had something to do with
bunting dog was not more keenly alive all right. You drift along."
an
He
used to be
friends.
motorists are prone to let mounted beneath fenders, have been
advertising
ber new ambition.
to bis surroundings.
Billy Louise speculated briefly upon
"Go on, Blue," she commanded after the note of calm authority In his voice. man in Brooklyn and elsewhere. Just their engines run Idle to an unneces invented.
"Mebby he did and mebby be didn't.
a minute. "If it's a bear or anything He did not know evidently that abe before the wsr began he was In Ger- sary degree. Some economists approxI'd like to see our debts paid off with
One night there imate that each of more than 2,000,000
Powerful Alarm Whistle.
like that you can make a run for it; was more accustomed to giving com- many,
po'try. It'd have to tie worth a bull
was a grand party In Frankfurt-am-Maicars in 'the United States wastes an
An alarm whistle to be mounted on
lot more'n what J'd give for It."
Turn Them Calves Out Into if it's a wolf I'll shoot it You needn't mands than to obeying tnem. Her lips
"O'you
was there and one average of a pint of gasoline a week an automobile cylinder valve cap Is
Nora
Oh! Have you got debts, too,
"
stand here all night, anyway."
gave a little quirk of amusement at his or two other Bayes
the Corral?"
Americans and Arthur in this way. Figured even at 20 cents said to be about ten times as powerful
Blue went on, out from behind tbe mistake.
Billy Louise at thirteen was
still ready with sympathy. "Daddy's of ber tried to take his place and tbe willow growth that hid tbe open. He
"Yon go on. I don't want a guide." Blaut who owns the largest tannery a gallon, this gasoline waste would as the type sounded by a cap exHe tans most of the amount to more than $2,600,000 a year. haust
In Germany.
got lots and piles of 'em. He bought Louise of ber attempted to take care returned to bis calm, picking a smooth He tilted bis head peremptorily toward
leather for one of the great English
some cattle and now be talks to mom-tni- of ber mother, who was unfitted both trail through the scattered rocks and tbe blurred trail ahead.
Next day Blaut and Daly went
Guide for Automobiles.
Prevent Back Firing.
all the time about debts. Kommie by nature and bablt to take care of her- tiny washouts. It was tbe girl's turn
BUly Louise laughed a little. She did firms.
To guide automobiles a Chicago man
Two Wisconsin men have patented
wants me to go to Boise to school next self. Which was, after all, a rather to stare and speculate. She did not not feel In the least embarrassed now. out In Blast's car and saw the town.
has Invented a device operated like a device to prevent certain types of auknow this horseman who sat negligentwinter, to Aunt Sarah's. And daddy big thing for auy one to attempt
"Do yon never get what row don't Then they said good by.
"We were out gathering up the a speedometer In which a reel of tape tomobile back firing when beinf
Jase began to complain of having ly in the saddle and looked np at the wantr she asked mildly. "I'd
lot
says there's debts to pay. I didn't
know you bad any, Marthy."
"all gone" feelings during the winter cedar grown bluff beyond while his rather lead you past those places than wounded," said Daly, "when I heard bearing road Information passes under cranked with the spark advanced.
"Well. I have got We bought some after Billy Louise came borne and took horse stood knee deep In the little have yon go over the edge," abe said, my name called. There was a German an opening In a case ai car covers
the route to which the tape applies.
A. A. A. Driven.
cattle, too, and they ain't done 's well's up the whole burden of tbe Wolverine stream. She did not know him, and "because nobody could get yon np or soldier with a smashed arm.
"Won't you speak to me, Dan?" be
Tbe American Automobile associathey might If I bad a man tbat was ranch. He complained to Billy Louise there were not so many, travelers In even go down and bury you decently.
asked.
I
on
could
more
over
one
were
she
rode
earth
Device Eliminates Glare.
a matter It wouldn't be a bit nice. It's much
when
put up
tion Includes 1,200 drivers and
clear, sunny the land that strangers
any good
haV But I can't git nothing outa Jase day lu January.
"It was Arthur Blaut"
He said tbat he was of Indifference.
A novel device to eliminate the glare
simpler to keep you on top."
Tour
send
which
was
but whines.
Bine welcomed tbe borne with a demof automobile headlights covers the
He said something, but Billy Louise
paw oughts
getting old,
perfectly true,
Acta Like It
front of the electric bulb and diverts
you to school, Billy Louise, even If be and that be was not as ablebodied as ocratic nicker and went forward brisk-l- could not hear what It was. She susAdvocate of Good Roads.
one
Is
force
which
and
There
debts."
be
ba got
he might
And the rider tamed his head, pected blm of swearing. 8be rod oa
didn't expert to last
always tbe rays of the lower half so they are
It Is gratifying to observe tbat every
a
uniform."
wears
much
fatigue
added to the Hght thrown by the upper owner of an automobile Immediately
longer. Billy Louise spoke of it eyed the girl sharply aa she came np in silence.
"He says be wishes be could, but be
"Who are they"
"Bloc's a dandy bone oa bad trails
and nodded a cursory greeting. His
half of the reflector.
don t know where tbe money's coming to Marthy, and Marthy snorted.
becomes an advocate of good toads,
be
ana
observed
"He's ablebodied enough at saeaW bone lifted IU bead U look, decided
"Messenger
ad la tbe dark,"
froas."
(
t

The trouble with so many Western stories is that the are preposterous. The hero is always young, handsome and a dead shot. He
never has even a remote fear of anything, no matter what the circumstances, and he is a glutton for hardships. The heroine is never anything less than beautiful. She rides like a goddess, handles a gun
like a veteran, and possesses the wisdom of the ages, though she be
not old enough to vote. In "The iRanch at the Wolverine" there Is a
refreshing difference. The hero, the heroine, and the various and sundry other characters in the story, perform like regular human beings.
The men seem to be the kind that cuss and chew tobacco when out of
sight and sound of their wives. The women have crying spells and
fits of temper and gossiping bees and so on, just like women in real
life. There's not a dead shot in the tale, and nobody is too handsome
and good to be human. You will surely enjoy this serial.
THE EDITOR.
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Heart of

perhaps 2,000,000 Germans and 8,000,-00- 0
Slavs, Roumanians and Italians.
The Hungarians, like the Germans of
Austria, manage their electoral districts so as to keep a majority of parliament always Magyur.
But besides the two parts of the dual
monarchy there are the Imperial provinces of Bosnia and Herzegovina, with
a population of about 2,000,000, nearly
all Serbians. These provinces by the
great general European treaty of
1878, by which the war between Russia and Turkey for the liberation of
the races of the peninsula from the
tyranny of the Turks was
ended, were turned over to
to administer, with the specific provision that they should not be
annexed. They were to be held in
trust. In Justice both provinces should
hnv formed a part of the kingdom of
Serbia, to which country they naturally
belonged by race, language and historical traditions. But
was determined to keep .Serbia
weuk, and in 1008 the dual monarchy
annexed them, In flagrant disregard of
the treaty of 1878.
Slavs Kept In Subjection.
Here, then, we have the essence ot
:
An autocratic German monarchy; a pretense of parliaments with elective lower houses; a
German minority dominant In Austria
by aid of the German monarch ; In
Hungary tue Magyars keeping down
the Slavs and Latins with an iron baud.
Now comes in the German kaiser.
In order to save control from Hum-burto Bagdad, which is absolutely
essential to the plan of German world
'
dominion, there must be complete German ascendancy in the Balkan peninsula. Dependency of Bu'arla under
a German king; dependency of Greec
under a king ruled by his queen, the
kaiser's sister; Serbia crushed and
made a dependency by conquest would
secure this object. The crushing of
Serbia was the keystone of the arch.
Control of Austria Necessary.
But German control of the Balkan
lunds could not be effected without absolute Germun control of
The alliance which bus now
prevailed for so many years is not
enough. The bonds must be drawn
far closer, and in such a way as to
make Germany really the controlling
force; to make German will luw
A conthroughout
federation of the two countries in a customs union is the first step to be devised. This was the
device
by which Prussia paved the way for
political supremacy in north Germany.
Then these economic ties would soon
be supplemented by others, which
would in fact muke the dual monarchy,
though under the guise of an alliance,
little more than a satrapy of Prussia.
The war has brought the two powers
a long way on this path, the Austrian
armies being under German command
and Austrian policies being determined
now in Berlin.
This Is the Mitlei
Etirnpa of the
schemes,
to which reference has been made
above.
Thus we see clearly the sequence of
the Prussian plan: To dominate
then to dominate the
Balkan peninsula, then to dominate
Turkey, then to dominate the world.
And the keystone of the arch is

Conspiracy
of World Conquest
Pan-Germ- an

Whole Scheme of Prussian Dominion Bated Upon Absolute
Control of Middle Europe From Hamburg to Bagdad
Br HARRY PRATT JUDSON, Resident of

University

of Chicago

age-lon- g

The
plot to dominate
the world has been worked out wltb
German thoroughness.
characteristic
There Is no land on the globe In which
the web of Intrigue has not been woven. Every country has Its place In the
scheme and Is expected to fall Into Its
place at the proper time and In the
proper way. Bribery at one point, flattery at another, the dexterous use of
Innocent visionaries, the careful enof dissensions everycouragement
where, the Industrious dissemination of
falsehoods tending to embroil nations
with one another, class with class, and
all to weaken and demoralize mny peoples who might by union become
strong this sort of thing for years has
been going on In the hands of German
agents everywhere.
The progress of the world implies
the growth of good will and mutual
helpfulness wherever men make their
homes.
Intrigue foments
n

Austria-Hungar-

to the full the medieval ideas of absolutism. It is only since 1806 that the
title of emperor of Austria has been
used ; In fact the head of the House of
Hapsburg reigns in ninny of the crown
lands of the empire by inheritance, as
duke, count or whatnot. In 15-- 0 the
duke of Austria was elected king of
Bohemia, and in the some year he was
elected king of Hungary. These titles
and the regal authority which they
gave, although In each case the crown
was by right elective, the Hapsburgs
have kept as hereditary and despotic,
quite as much as in their hereditary
upper and lower Austria. Thus, in the
first place, we have as an essential
factor In the dual monarchy a medieval
and aristocratic monarch and a monarchy in a German family.
The second striking fact Is the diversity of races and languages. Germany Is nearly homogeneous. It has
subon Its borders some
jects, Inhabiting lands which represent
some of the plunder of Prussian wars
Poles In Posen, Danes in Schlegwlg,
French In
But the
great mass of the people of the empire
are German In blood and speech.
Germans In Dual Monarchy.
In
however, the
Germans are a minority; in a total
population of about 50,000,000 there
are only 12,000,000 Germans. The other races are, In round numbers, Slavs,
24,000,000;
Magyars
(Hungarians),
10,000.000, and Latins, 4,000,000.
In other words, the population is 24
per cent German, 48 per cent Slav, 20
per cent Magyar, and 8 per cent Latin.
But note thac the German Hapsburgs, as long as they could, ruled autocratically In the Interest of Germanizing the entire empire. German was
the official language. German were the
The collaws, German the officers.
lapse of the Austrian armies in 1850,
In the war with France and Sardinia,
and again In 1866, in the war with
Prussia, compelled the Hapsburgs to
modify their methods. A simulacrum
of elective parliaments wob Introduced,
and In 1867 the empire was divided.
The Magyars were taken into partnership and the dual monarchy was
formed. In Vienna the head of the
house of Hapsburg reigns as emperor
of Austria ; In Budapest he reigns
as king of Hungary. Each monnrchy
has Its own parliament and cabinet,
and there are Joint ministries of foreign affairs, war and finance, with a
sort of Joint parliamentary committee
for common purposes.
But while in this arrangement of
1867 the Magyars were given their
freedom, pains were taken by both the
Germans of Austria and the Mngyars
of Hungary that the Slavs should be
pushed to the wall. Said the Austrian
Security Only In Complete Victory.
representative, Count Beust, at that
The world can be made safe from the
time to his Magyar colleague: "We
will take care of our barbarians; you Prussian piratical attack only, first of
all, by a military victory so complete
must take care of yours."
that Germun militarism is definitely
Whom did he mean?
overthrown ; in the second place by
Germans Control Austria.
Austria has a population of some adequate securities against another
Of these there are 10,- - such wanton breaking of the world's
28,000,000.
pence.
000.000 Germans, the remaining
What these securities must be can
being mainly Slavs Poles and
Bohemians, Serbs. Croats, and Slo- be determined definitely only after the
venes, with many Italians In the prov- victory is made sure. But, whatever
else may be decided to be necessary,
inces bordering Italy. It Is these
especially the Slavs, whom surely the most essential thing of all
Beust called "barbarians."
The Aus will be to prevent Germany from slidtrian parliament is cunningly Juggled ing to her military power the millions
the
In the membership of its elective lower of subjects of
house. At the sitting last spring the great majority of whom are not German, are not Magyar, and who are
first meeting since the war broke out
a rabid
was elected to the themselves Inherently hostile to all
presidency of the lower house by a vote schemes of German aggression.
How can this Insurmountable bar he
of 215 to 195215 Germans to 105
put across the path of the German inIn a notion in which the Germans are In a minority with a ratio of vasion of the East?
In either of two ways. Should the
10 to 18. The electoral law puts about
an average of 42,889 Germans In a dual empire give freedom to its Slav
parliamentary district, while It takes subjects and become a federation of
about 65,479 Slavs to elect one deputy. three German, Magyar and Slav or
Polish Gallcla is a fragment of Po- of four German. Magyar, North Slav
(Holiemlan-Slovukand South (Slav
land, the ancient kingdom destroyed by
there would be no difPrussia, Austria and Russia near the (Serbo-Croat- )
end of the eighteenth century ; Gallcla ficulty.
If this reorganization is refused, then
was Austria's share of the loot.
The Bohemians, with their neighbors, the only alternative for the safety of
the Slovaks of Moravia, are descended the world will he found In a disruption
from the sturdy race of John Huss and of the ramshackle
of Comenlus. Their forefathers un- empire of oppression. The Poles of
should go to a free Poland, not
wisely elected the head of the house Gallcla
Poland, but on Inde
of Hapsburg as their king In 1526, and a German-rulethe ancient constitution of St. Vaclav pendent Poland. The Bohemians, with
soon was disregarded, and the liberty-lovin- their fellow Czechs in Mornvln and Si
Czechs became little more than lesia, should be restored to their old
helots of their Austrian overlords. freedom. The South Sluvs should go
The house of Hapsburg Is not noted where they belong, to a greater Serbia.
The Roumanian Latins of Transylfor fidelity to engagements.
vania should go to their own kin of
Serbs Virtually Serfs.
The Croats, Serbs and Slovenes are Roumanla, and the Italian Latins to
a remnant of the great Serbian mon Italy. These free and strong states
be rescued from Austrian tyranny,
archy of the fourteenth century, which will
was overrun and crushed by the Turks. and will put an impassible barrier be
Austria protected them, gladly used tween Prussianized Germany and Con
them in her armies, and In turn made stantlnople.
Promises Cannot Be Trusted.
them virtual serfs. They are essen
Some such guaranties the world
tially the same people and speak the
same language as the Serbs of Serbia should secure to prevent another Prus
sian war of conquest. Treaties cannot
and Montenegro.
The Italians in Austria are re- bind the present German state or the
minders of the time when a large share present Austrian state. We remember
of Italy was under the Austrian yoke. the Belgian treaty and Prussia, the
The wars of 1859, 1860 and 1866 drove Berlin treaty of 1878 and Austria.
Then, too, we must recall that Austhe Hapsburgs out of the Italian peninsula,, but it will take another war for tria Is quite as guilty of bringing on
the rest of the really Italian lands, the world war as is Germany. The arItalia Irredenta, to be secured from rogant ultimatum to Serbia, obviously
not Intended to be met in such a way
the ancient tyrant
Hungary, too, has by no means a as to make peace possible, was the act
n
gov
Magyar
population. directly of the
homogeneous
There are some 10,000,000 Magyars, ernment.
Austria-Hungar-
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Harry Pratt Judson.
distrust and ill will ; seeks out all the
discordant elements of life with tireless malevolence. German agents are
sentifound stirring up
ment In India and South Africa and
sentiment in
Ireland;
Mexico and Colombia, In Argentina nnd
Chile; animosity against the whites
among southern negroes; dislike of
Japan In America and dlslllee of America in Japan; discord between Walloons and Flemings in tortured Belgium. All this Is to the definite end of
smoothing the way for German arms
when the time comes to strike. German military power finds German Intrigue and treachery Its handmaid.
Hamburg to Bagdad.
But the basis of the whole scheme of
Prussian world dominion Is absolute
German control from Hamburg to Bagdad. This Implies a fortress In the
center of Europe, from which lightning blows can be struck in all directions. It Implies an Intrenched position on the North sea, on the Buttle,
on the Adriatic, on the Aegean, on the
Black sea and the Straits, on the Mediterranean and the Persian gulf. It
Implies domination, political, military
and economic, of the Balkan peninsula,
with all Its rich lands, of the Suez
canal and Egypt. It means the domination of Asia and Africa. It means
as Napoleon said, Constantinople, the
empire of the world. There might be
the simulacrum of an alliance with
Turkey and Bulgaria, Serbia, and
Greece. But, throughout all, Germany
would everywhere absolutely control,
for German political power and for the
development of German capital and
'German Industry.
For all practical
purposes it would be a German empire
from the Baltic to the Persian gulf.
But in order to carry out this vast
scheme, grandiose as it may appear,
but quite real and definite, as It Is In
point of fact, the first, condition, without which all would fall to pieces like
house of cards, is to secure complete
control by Germany over the dual monThe alliance
archy,
at present and for so many years in
force must be exchanged for a much
closer relation, one which, whatever Its
form, will mean that Germany has the
final voice in every essential question.
As in the German empire under the
guise of federation It 1 In the last
analysis Prussia which determines all
essential policies, so In the new Mitt el
Europa, It will be Germany, In other
words Prussia, which will really govern. Whatever the outward semblance
of things, in fact Austria and Hungary
will then cease to be Independent. The
German kaiser will make the Prussian
will supreme throughout. The reasons
for this German middle Europe plan
will appear later.
Absolutism In
But what is the dual monarchy which
the Prussian king alms to make his
footstool T
The House of Hapsburg has reigned
in Vienna for centuries. It has come
down from the middle ages and retains
h
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She la a capitalist,
E'en though she may In cottage dwell,
Whose heart to truth It clone a kin
O. what Indeed do paltry dollars spell,
Unless the life U right within!
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the men, and at a little distance could
hardly be distinguished from them.
Among them was a superannuated
crone, who, soon after her arrival.
had been presented with a broken um
brella.
The only use that she made of It
was to wrench the plated endsfrom
the whalebones, string them on a
piece of wire, take her knife from her
belt, with which she deliberately cut
a sUt of an inch in length along the
upper rim of her ear, and inserted
them la it."
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The talent of success Is nothing more
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PUDDINGS.

SEASONABLE

WAYS WITH GELATINE.

The following group of pudding
may prove helpful or suggestive:
California Pud
(' r e a m u
ding.
however
I
light dessert,
I.., If .,..r,,l ,.f I,.,,.
there are countless
ter substitute, with
ways of serving it The
one cupful of brown
following are u few:
sugar; mid one
Meat Loaf. Soak one
c ii p f u
e a c h of
I
I package of gelatine in
ground raw potaI II I " cupful of cold water
to, carrot and apfive minutes, add the
ple; then a cupful
Add
lemon.
Hour
li
of
mixed with a teaspoonful of
Juices of a
u
stalk
uu onion grated,
cinnamon, a half teaspoonful of cloves
of celery chopped, to a pint of rich and a teaspoonful of snilii mixed with
stock, chicken or other broth, strain the potato. Dredge a fourth of a cud
and pour In the gelatine after the llav-o- r of shredded citron and a cupful of
has been cooked out of (lie vege- raisins with flour, using two
tables. I'm into a mold and when beand mixing it with the rest.
ginning to set add a pint of cooked I 'our into ti mold and steam three
meat finely chopped. When firm, slice hours. Serve with a hard sauce. A
and serve on u platter garnished with teaspoonful of baking powder slfleil
cress or parsley.
over the fruit Just before it Is added
Soak a teaspoonful of gelatine In u to the batter will keep It from sinksmall quantity of viiicgur or lemon ing to the bottom of the mold. Flour
juice and add to u muyouualse dress- should he used as usual, however.
Crumble
ing to thicken it.
Apple Cracker Pudding
Lemon Jelly made from lemon Juice, six large milk crackers into a pudding
wilier and gelatine, cut In cubes makes dish ; pour over these enough cold waa most delicate garnish for pressed ter to souk Ihein until soft. Pure three
medium-sizechicken.
apples, cut In halves, reGrape Sherbet Soak half an en- move the core and put lliem on to stew
velope of golatine lu half a cupful of with a little water for ten minutes.
cold water five minutes. Make a sirup Pour a pint of milk over the soaked
by boiling one cupful of sugar In one crackers, ailil two beaten eggs, stir in
anil u half cupfuls of bulling water the apples and a halt' cupful of sugar.
ten minutes then add the soaked
Flavor with a teaspoonful of lemon exCool slightly and add a pint of tract and a grilling of nutmeg over the
iel
i juice and n third of a cupful of
top of the pudding. I'm a teaspoonorange Juice.. Freeze. Serve in sher- ful of butter in small bits over the lop
ftriu and
bet glasses.
and bake In n slow
Gelatine to he good should be abso- brown. Serve hot.
Indian Pudding. Sen hi a pint of
and uniform In
lutely tasteless
strength. A Jelly should be just stiff milk ami add to it gradually a half
enough to hold its shape vflicu turned cupful of Indian meal, a half cupful of
out of the mold, yet soft enough to molasses, a teaspoonful of cinnamon
cupful of chopped suet. Cook
quiver, with the movement of the dish. and
Prune Jelly. Wash a half pound of ten minutes, cool and add lliree eggs
prunes, cover with water and soak sev- beaten light. Turn into a greased
eral hours; then put them water and mold and boll live minutes. Serve with
all into a saucepan with the grated hard sauce. This pudding may he
rind of half a lemon an inch stick of bilked. If a light coaling of flour Is
cinnamon, a fourth of a cupful of sifted over the top u delicious brown
sugar. Cook until tender, strain off crust will he formed in baking. A
the liquid and rub the prunes through half cupful of raisins will be a great
8 sieve. Crack a few of the stones, addition to this pudding.
blanch the kernels and add them to
Attend t lie end, and never Bland In
the pulp. Add the 'gelatine, pulp and
llolitil,
fruit Juices uinl stir occasionally until
Nothing's so h:u-- but search will find
nearly cold. Decorate with shredded
it out.
-- Herrlck.
almonds and set iiway until linn.
.

Most cooks labor tinder the mistaken Idea that gelatine Is only used as a
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The union of lakes, the union of lands,
the union of states none enn sever
The union of hearts, the union of
hands, and the Flag of our Cnion
forever!
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than doing what you can. well; and do'
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OF SAC TRIBE tuft, in which was Interwoven a quantity of elk hair and eagle's feathers.
Heads Shaved Closely and Painted Each man was famished with a good
blanket, and some had an nnderdress
With Alternate Stripes of Fiery
of calico, bat the greater number were
Red and Deep Black.
entirely naked to the waist
The faces and bodies of the men
Townsend, an early western traveler, tells that one day he met about were, almost without an exception,
hundred Indians of the Sac tribe. fantastically painted, the predominant
"They were dressed and decorated in color being deep red, with occasionalthe true primitive style, their heads ly a few stripes of dull clay white
The
shaved closely, and painted with alter- around the eyes and mouth.
nate stripes of fiery red ' and ' deep squaws, of whom there were about
black, leaving only the long scalping twenty, were dressed very much like
DECORATIONS
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The KITCAEN
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The coarser stalks of celery may
lie used for cooked celery, making a
m o s t

wholesome
dish for a supper
or luncheon dish.
I loll three
cupfuls
of cut-ucelery in
n little suited wa-

ter until tender, allowing it to steam
nearly dry. Put It
into a buttered bak
ing dish in layers with a cupful and
u half of rich white sauce, alternating until nil is used. Cover with buttered crumbs and grated cheese, bake
until the crumbs are brown.
Aich Oyster Stew. Ittib the inside
of the stew pun with a cut clove of
garlic mid a slice of onion, do not allow a shred of either to remain. Melt
three tablespoonfiils of butter, add one
anil a half tithlcNpoonfnls of flour, stir
ami cook until smooth, then add one
and a half cupfuls of thick cream, and
s
one and
pint of milk.
When It Is bulling hot add the oysters
which have been parboiled three minutes, boil up and serve at once with
seasoning of salt unil pepper to taste.
Stewed Beans With Vegetables.
Soak a cupful of beans over night and
In the morning add n pinch of soda nnd
scald them. Simmer for three hours
in salted water. Add a fourth of a
pound of sliced suit pork and boil for
an hour longer. Theu add two cupfuls
of diced potatoes, two sliced onions.
one cupful each of diced carrots and
Cook until Ihe vegetables
turnips.
are tender then add a half cupful of
barley, which has been soaked and
cooked until soft. Season to taste with
salt and pepper and In the seasoning
add, a cupful of fresh corn cut from
the cob.
Old FeiUoned Welsh Rarebit Slice
a half pound of bacon and fry on one
side, then turn them and lay on a slice
of cheese to cover the bacon well.
Sprlukle with paprika, cover the frying pan and cook gently ntil the turn
The
ed side of the bnco Is done.
will then b ,aelted and crisp
a the edges. Serve vt'.h buttered toast
at once.
Add a handful of dates nnd nils!;
with a few nuts to chopped apple, and
celery, with French dressing, which
makes a most delightful salad.
A most tasty way of serving boiled
cabbage was discovered by milling a
little of the vinegar In which dill
pickles had been put up. Butter, salt
and pepper were added, but the vinegar gave a new and most appetizing
flavor.
three-fourth-
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City of Clubs.
London has the name of the world's
greatest club city, but as a matter of
fact. In this respect It is poor second
to Havana, Cuba. The clubs of Havana are larger, more numerous and
more powerful than the clubs of any
other city in the world. Everybody
In Havana belongs to a club. There
hi one club there with 45,000 members.
Out of a population of 350,000, It is
estimated that the total club member
ship exceeds 125,000. No other city
2an wan approach this proportion.

ECONOMICAL

Put terns of refugee garments for
Women ure now ready and are known
as official American Ited Cross put-ternnumbering from 151 to 158 Inclusive. Making these garments is a

work that every woman ought to do
with a sense of gratitude that she Is
thus aide to contribute something to
the bodily and spiritual comfort of the
women who have been caught In the
maelstrom of wur. Their case Is pitiful.
They have been driven from
their homes and are dependent upon
charity for the bare necessities of life.
It is inspiring to know that Ihe women are responding to calls for needed
garments and comforts for fighting
men with untiring enthusiasm.
Knitting hus become the habit with
many, nnd they nre providing the
sox, sweaters,
wristlets,
and helmets that the men use,
in great numbers.
Some of them devote their time to making just one sort
A lady of Cold water,
of garment.
Mich., who Is eighty-twyears old, Is
sending us beautiful sox which she
knits at Ihe rate of one a day. This
is a One contribution to lied Cross
work.
Another old lady makes only
kits, and Is now well on toward
the three hundredth kit. Hut most
women really like to vary Ihe work
they do; those who knit undertaking
o

coin-fo-

rt

sweaters, wristlets, sox. etc., in turn,
and resting up from knitting witli work
on surgical dressing, hospital linen
or refugee garments by way of

y.

Mrs. Charles i. King, superintendent of tlie department of knitting and
comforts for lighting men, in the Central division, which includes the stutes
of Michigan, Wisconsin, Nebraska, Illinois and Iowa, reports that 10,71'!! articles was the remurkahle record of
one day's inspection nnd pucklng of
knitted goods from the state of Illinois
alone, exclusive of the Chicago chanter, on January 17th.
Mrs. John Glass, superintendent

of
the department of surgical dressings,
lved a letter from the assohas i
ciate director of bureau of developIn rement, national headquarters.
gard to the remarkable output of the
drive for surgical dressings:
''The response to our appeal from nil
over the country has been very Inspiring, and the Central division has had
no small part In enabling us to take
care of the special request we received
I hope that you will
from France.
express to all those concerned our
great appreciation of the work they
have done."

ifl

If

!'

DISHES.

The tough ends of steak or bits of
r
may be used most acceptably
in the following:
Chili Con Carne Cut
r
steak
up the
and put u layer of the
incut In a casserole,
sprinkle with chopped
onion, a few spoonfuls
of kidney
is and a
layer of canned tomatoes,
seasoning each layer with
salt mid chili pepper.
Itepeat until Ihe casse
role is tilled, then turn in the llittld
part of the tomatoes thickened with
a little Hour and butler, cover ami
bake an hour, then uncover and bake
l!t minutes.
Mock Terrapin. Parboil a pound of
slices for the minbeef liver, cut
utes, then drain and brown in bacon
fnt. Chop in small pieces put hack
Into the pan and add a quarter of a
teaspoonful of dry mustard, salt and
pepper to taste, a few drops of Worcestershire sauce and boiling water if
needed. Hull up. thicken with Hour
blended with butter, using n
of each. Add a
ogg, finely chopped, and a few drops
of lemon juice.
Canned Corn on Toast. To eucli
cupful of corn allow a touspnoiiful of
chopped onion fried In a tahlespoonful
of butter, do not brown; add the corn,
a half cupful of milk, salt anil pepper
to toast. Cook slowly for five minutes.
Meanwhile toast a slice of bread for
peach person and fry two slices of ba
con for each. Pour the prepared corn
over the toast from which the crusts
have been removed. Serve with the
bacon slices over the lop.
Yorkshire Corn Pudding Put into a
mixing howl a cupful of canned corn,
of a cupful or milk, add
two
egg yolks. Into another
bowl sift n cupful of Hour Willi three
wder and n
teaspoonfuls of baking
half teaspoonful of salt, mix together
the flour and corn, add Ihe
whites of two eggs. Put into
inufiiii rings and put Into each
a teaspoonful of tile juice from the
roast, till half full with the hatter and
bake In n moderate oven. Serve around
the meat with meat gravy.
left-ove-

left-ove-
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Many Like Him.
"What's wrong Uh Glithers?" "He
has a mistaken rooceptlon of his duty
as a citlien."
"He won't put
his shoulder V) the wheel. He wants
other people o do that, while he
stands on one side and jots down the
number of revolutions it makes." Birmingham
Vi-s?-"

Household Waste as Fertilizer.
Chemical analyses of the ash of
household wastes, made at the Connecticut agricultural experiment station,
show that there is marked fertilizing
value In such common refuse as banana skins, orange skins, grapefruit
skins, lemon skins, apple peelings, cantaloupe rinds, potato peelings, pea
pods, bean strings and stems, tea
leaves, coffee grounds, egg shells,
bones, peanut shells, tobacco, fruit
stones, etc. These are recommended
for fertilizing home gardens.

NEGLIGEES GROW MORE LUXURIOUS.
It Is a tie between evening gowns
and negligees when we make comparisons and draw conclusions as to
the most fascinating things thut women wear. The negligee tuny adopt
any style It will, be of any gay color it
likes, follow no set fashion, for It is
one garment at leust in which any
woman mny indulge her fancy if It is
whimsical so much the better. It Is
for the eyes of her household ami she
may do as she likes with it.
The lovely negligee which 1ms a
representation to many eyes here must
have been Inspired by a simple classic
robe and elaborated with lace and
floating drnperies of crepe, it Is of
pale pink satin, with a wide border of
heavy lace about the bottom of the
satin slip. There is a short bodice
with band of lace across the bust. The
skirt portion of the slip appears to be
laid in narrow plaits across the front.
The satin slip with plcot edge at
the bottom makes a brilliant founda
tion for soft draperies of crepe georgette. As to the Intricacies of their
hanging, that is something not at all
easy to tell about Every negligee
Suspenders.
The suspender skirt has been In
more or less prominence for several
seasons. It Is still shown in some of
the newest separate skirts. The separate skirt, by the way. Is likely to be
In greater demand than ever next summer. Not only was It found tremendously serviceable and becoming, but
It Is considered one of the economical
fashion Ideas that ought to gain attention.
Gray moire trims a black satin frock.

has a fashion of Its own. These draperies which ure so gracefully pictured
are of light pink georgette. Tin y nr
finished In points weighted with silk
and silver ornaments nnd halls.
Heginning with an underslip of satin
and finishing with a coatee of lace, or
a mantel of crepe georgette, almost any
woman may fashion a negligee suited
to her own style and figure. She Is not
apt to finish it without bringing narrow ribbons Into the play of lovely
materials and she will not wear it
without slippers that lire dainty enough
to rank in the same class as the negll.

Feminine Frills.
The coat tunic is a novelty.
Many wraps are In cape style.

Tapestry shopping bags are new.
Satin coats are heavily embroidered.
Fluted ribbons are used for trimming.

Stock collars are made of white satin.
Crow blue satin makes a pretty
dress.
Some waistlines have dropped to
the hips.
crowns are
Astrakhan
on
French hnts.
Hats may or may not match the suit
in color.
Full sleeves of velvet are used on
cloth dresses.
Sealskin is a good trimming for
brown velour.
Suit coats are apt to fall full about
the hips.
Wool frocks are trimmed with fringe
'
of nionkev.
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the Public Library.

Here and There Over ,the State

Manafert Meeting
The board of managers of the
ta Fe Woman's Club held a business
meeting Tuesday afternoon at the
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Oranges
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Celery
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CAPITAL COAL
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Swastika Coal, Cerrillos
All Kinds
Steam Coal; Madrid, N.
Anthracite
Madrid Smithing Coal, Cord and
Sawed Wood, Factory Kindling.
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solicit shipments of
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Could iNot
Made Well By PERUNA

RAW FURS
from dealers and collectors and guarantee the highest
prices, liberal assortments and immediate returns.
We also buy Hides, Pelts, Goat Skins, Etc, at top Market Prices.
Correspondence invited

I.

t-- at

Catarrh

EYE EAR NOSE AND THROAT
LONO EXPERIENCE
EVEN IN THE OLD COUNTRY
CORRECT nTTINO OF
EYE GLASSES

Santa Fe, New Mexico

Mr. vTllllam E. Denny, 1021 Park
Ave, Springfield, Ohio, wrltei:
I Arid great pleasure in writing
yon and thanking you for what P I
nina has already dona for m.
ba-vbeen troubled with catarrh for
yean, and it bad affected my bead,I
noae, throat and etomach, that
oould not eat nor alee, with any sat
faction.
"I have Just taken three bottles. I
can eat most anything and am greatly
relieved of nervousness, so that when Satisfaction
I lis down I can sleep without the
bast trouble. I roooniwiond it ts all
Those whs objset ts liquid modi
those who axs sulforors, of that dread
sines san p sours Psmna Tsblsta.
ful dii

I POWER RATE

LAUGHLIN BUILDING
SANTA FE. NEW MEXICO

200 K. VV. 7c per K. W.
300 K. W. 6c per K. W.
400 K. W. 5c per K. W.

For Year
Can Now

Eat and

Sleep
To My

of the shore at 4c per K. W.
for Cooking.
Rates
Special

AO in excess

SANTA

FE WATER

4

LIGHT CO.

'

